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Weather

Campus

Local

Today: Variable cloudiness with chance of
flurries. High in the
low 30s.

The University's mock trial
team is on its way to national
competition.

Howard's Club H is sponsoring
a benifit concert tonight.
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Attacks
prompt
advice
by Melanie L Kralewskl
police reporter
Bowling Green police said the
two homosexual rapes reported
last week are evidence that rape
can happen to anyone, anytime.
And they are encouraging all victims of sexual assault to report
the crime and press charges to
try to prevent the suspect from
attacking again.
In the first report, a man said
Wednesday he was sexually assaulted by another man about
three weeks ago. The second incident involved a woman who reported Thursday she was sexually assaulted by another woman.
Police said they were not able
to investigate the two reported
attacks because the victims, who
both knew their alleged attackers, did not want to file charges.
"Although it is extremely valuable to report being sexually assaulted and where the attack occurred, it doesnt help us prevent
a suspect from doing the same
thing again if he is not prosecuted," Bowling Green Police
Chief Galen Ash said.
Ash said rapes reported and
investigated by the police are
confidential. He added that prosecutors are understanding to the
victims' needs and handle the
sexual assault very professionally.
"It's not like reporting a rape
in a big city," he said. "The victim is not just a number; she or
he is comforted and may speak to
an officer of the same sex if desired."
Victims can also receive emotional support from counselors at
The link, 31S Thurstin Ave. Link
counselors are trained to help
victims who wish to report a rape
or would just like to talk. They
will also go with a victim to a
hospital, pregnancy center,
police station, or prosecutor's office if they wish to file charges.
According to Laura Barned,
coordinator of the Victim's Advocacy Program at the Link, victims are not pressured to report a
rape if they don't want to.
"We are there to make the victim feel better. We like to make
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Voinovich encourages bipartisan unity
by Robert E. Miller
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Gov. George
Voinovich said Tuesday bipartisan cooperation is vital if Ohio is
going to meet the economic and
educational challenges it faces
heading into the next century.
The pitch for unity came in a
State of the State speech to a
joint session of the Legislature.
He also stressed problem areas

that included the environment,
criminal justice and others that
he said must be solved.
Voinovich, a Republican, spoke
under the glare of television
lights in a House chamber filled
with lawmakers. Cabinet members, state officials, judges and
family members.
The governor said through bipartisan efforts, the state has
made progress in education and
other areas in the past year. He
had special praise for leaders of

both houses, thanking them "for
your knowledge, for your wisdom and for your guidance."
But he said much work remains because the state is competing in a global marketplace
that demands high-quality education and business opportunities
that will create jobs.
"We absolutely must maintain
the new spirit of cooperation that
we forged to keep Ohio's ship of
state sailing as we head into the
21st century," Voinovich said.

referring to the Democratcontrolled House and GOPdominated Senate.
House Speaker Vem Riffe,
D-Wheelersburg, stopped short
of praising the speech but said
Voinovich - with whom Riffe
often feuded early last year - has
come to recognize the importance of the Legislature.
"I think he woke up to the fact
that he was getting some bad advice. He changed, and I'm glad he
did," said Riffe.

Riffe and Senate President
Stanley Aronoff, R-Cincinnati,
worked with the governor last
year to pass a $1 billion tax increase that wiped out a state
budget deficit.
Aronoff said the speech had
substance and wasn't intended to
prompt applause. But Voinovich
was interrupted 10 times by applause during his 34-minute
speech.
See Voinovich, page five.

Forces see
sniper fire
in Somalia

The Art Of Concentration

by George Esper
The Associated Press

MOGADISHU, Somalia - The
death Tuesday of a Marine shot
by a sniper while on a nighttime
foot patrol comes as the U.S. military appears to be deepening its
involvement in this lawless east
African nation.
The soldier, hit in the capital's
dangerous northern sector just
before midnight Monday, was the
second Marine and the third
American killed in Somalia since
American forces landed in the
country Dec 9.
Earlier this month, U.S. military spokespeople said they
hoped to rum over control of
their mercy mission to the
United Nations by month's end.
But U.N. officials are in no
hurry. They want the U.S.-led allied force to make the faminewracked country safer first.
On Monday, U.S. army helicopter gunships and Belgian troops
took action in a region of the
country that has become increasingly lawless, attacking a clan
militia that was advancing
toward the southern port of Kismayu.
They destroyed seven vehicles,
several artillery pieces and
wounded at least 40 Somalis. No
allied casualties were reported.
American and allied troops
from 21 other countries are providing security for relief
workers trying to feed and care
Tie BC Ncwi/NIck DIFMZO
for the hungry in the midst of
clan warfare and widespread
Putting the finishing touches on his piece, Junior metals major class Instructs students on how to make a printing plate and then
banditry.
John Derby works on an assignment In his printmaking class. The create a print.
But the troops are increasingly
See Aruda, page four.
going beyond their original mission and critics say that risks
getting bogged down in the country's civil war.
Marines make up fewer than
9,000 of the some 25,000 U.S.
troops in Somalia but have been
by Chris Hawley
assigned the most hazardous
Projected Power Costs
local government reporter
jobs, such as patrolling northern
Mogadishu at night.
Spokespeople said the Marine
Hydroelectric power in the Black Swamp?
killed Monday was hit by one of
Yes, strange as it may seem, power customers here in the heart of several shots a sniper fired from
the Northwest Ohio lowlands may soon become part owners of a $150 a building at his patrol west of
million hydroelectricity generating plant.
the soccer stadium where more
The Bowling Green Board of Public Utilities unanimously agreed than 1,000 Marines are encamMonday to recommend the city council take the final steps toward ped.
joining an American Municipal Power - Ohio, Inc. venture to build
The patrol returned the fire
the plant on the Ohio River near Belleville, West Virginia.
but it was not known if the sniper
The cost of financing the plant's construction would raise local was hit, spokespeople said. The
power customers' rates about 2 cents per kilowatt-hour in 1993. By Marine, who was not identified
the time the plant is operational in 1996, customers will be paying an pending notification of next of
estimated one-half cent more per kilowatt-hour than if they were not kin, died less than two hours later
receiving the hydroelectric power.
in a Swedish field hospital.
However, by 2001 the cost of the hydroelectric power is expected
Marines have regularly been
to be lower than electricity generated by other means and rise less the targets of snipers in the area
over the next 42 years.
and it is where the other Marine
"The engineering reports that I have seen indicate it will be was killed - one week ago while
cheaper in less than 10 years," Bowling Green Public Utilities Direc- on night patrol.
tor Daryl Stockburger said. "With an agreement for SO years, that's
In the space of an hour on Fri1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
1993
1994
1996
1996
pretty attractive."
day, bandits in northern MogadiBecause Bowling Green's electric rates, which are considerably shu attacked aid workers five
Source: J.S. Sawvel and Associates

Hydroelectricity may save BG money

With Belleville Hydroelectric Project
With Standard Power Supply

See Hydro, page four.

See Somalia, page three.
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Lifting gag rule
is constitutional
WTith the signing of five executive orders last FriVVday, President Clinton managed to uphold one
of his many campaign promises. More importantly,
he managed to wipe out 12 years of Republicanspearheaded abortion restrictions.
These restrictions included such things as the
Bush administration's so-called "gag rule," which
prohibited health workers at federally funded clinics
from discussing abortion with pregnant women ~
even if the women specifically asked questions about
it. With one broad stroke of his pen, Clinton has put
an end to that order and allowed staffs at these clinics to not only discuss abortion with patients, but to
actually refer them to abortion specialists.
In addition, Clinton's order will permit the use of
fetal tissue in federally financed medical research,
even if the tissue is the product of an abortion. This
decision bodes well for those in the the medical field,
who claim the research ban imposed by former
Presidents Reagan and Bush severely hindered their
efforts to find cures for a number of diseases, including Parkison's disease, leukemia and diabetes.
"We must free science and medicine from the
grasp of politics," Clinton said while signing the orders. "Our vision should be of an America where
abortion is safe and legal, but rare."
We at The News agree with that decision. Although
the moral dilemma surrounding abortion is a complex, tangled issue - and one we are not willing to
support presently -- the fact remains that the Supreme Court's 1973 Roe vs. Wade decision has not
been overturned; it is still considered the law of the
land. And as long as abortions are legal, it should be
the right of every woman or man to find information
about abortion - from any source they desire ~ in order to make well-informed, responsible choices.
With the Bush administration's "gag rule," the
government was in effect telling its people what they
could and could not hear. Whatever happened to the
First Amendment right to free speech? When did it
become legal for the government to influence our
decisions by telling us only what they want us to
hear?
It never did. Maybe that's why the Bush administration's order, which went into effect on Oct. 1 of
last year, never actually got off the ground. And
maybe that's why it was temporarily suspended a
month later when challenged in court.
Of course, Clinton is going to be the subject of
much derision from anti-abortionists, who believe he
has undone 12 years of their own hard work on the issue. Some have even gone so far as to label Clinton
"the abortion president." Others have started to
count the days until 1996, when they will have another chance to get a pro-life advocate into the Oval
Office.
No matter how severe this opposition becomes, we
believe Clinton has still made the right choice. The
bottom line is as long as Roe vs. Wade stands, the
government should have no right to interfere with
abortion. And never should it tell us what we can and
cannot hear.
Clinton's order will serve as a way to remove
government control from the issue. In the face of the
alternative - a society where government limits
more and more of our personal decisions ~ it was the
only choice to make.
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Baird selection hypocritical
Two weeks ago, I wrote in this space about
the process by which President Bill Clinton
selected his cabinet nominees. In that column, I mentioned several appointees which I
found especially promising. One of the
names I mentioned was that of Zoe Baird,
Clinton's attorney general nominee. In that
column, I discussed her apparent nonpartisanship, a quality which I believed (and
still believe) is an essential for an attorney
general candidate. After that time, I read
more about her previous work and found her
to have been a strong defender against unnecessary civil suits. At this time, I was even
more intrigued by her nomination and
looked forward to her taking office.
It was not much later, however, that The
New York Times carried a headline alleging
that Baird and her husband had hired illegal
aliens for household help. The story grew as
further allegations came out that she had retained these workers for over 18 months,
without making any attempts to change their
illegal status and without paying any social
security taxes.
The first words from both Baird and the
Clinton camp were encouraging. Before the
entire story had become public, Clinton remained supportive but with some hesitation.
The support from the Clinton camp eroded
as more details were publicized and public
opinion turned against Baird. By the time
the Senate Judiciary Committee went into its
final days of confirmation hearings for
Baird, perhaps the only American still supporting her confirmation was Baird herself.
It was with this realization that she removed
herself from consideration after the Judicl-

MICHAEL F. HAYNES

ary Committee's hearings had ended.
It is clear that the best choice for all involved was indeed her voluntary withdrawl.
The question which must linger is why Bill
Clinton ever considered her seriously as an
attorney general candidate with this past
history.
It is the job of the attorney general to
uphold our nation's laws, including those of
immigration and labor. It seems it would be
foolish to even consider a known violator of
such laws to hold this position. Certainly, we
cannot expect absolutely spotless records
throughout one's entire life.
But this is not a drunk-driving ticket from
30 years ago; this is not the result of an adolescent mistake. This is a case of major
crimes willingly committed by someone who
should have known better.
The explanation Bill Clinton will never
give, but which a transition aide allegedly
gave to Sen. Joe Biden, is that this violation

was of as much seriousness as a "parking
ticket." Biden, quite accurately, reportedly
said to his staffers that it was a "freeway
crash."
Clinton has admitted a mistake but not
admitted to the extent of the mistake. By
supporting Baird and knowing of her crimes,
he was implicitly supporting her actions.
This is not a rare crime. Thousands of the
American wealthy do exactly the same thing
that Baird did. They say it is too difficult to
find good child care and - implicitly - that
the law doesn't matter if it inconveniences
them. It isn't too far of a stretch to hear
those people saying that the law doesn't matter if it inconveniences them because they're
rich.
These were the classist beliefs which
President Clinton supported in his nomination of Zoe Baird. These sentiments are the
undergrowth of the public outcry over her
actions. President Clinton spoke often in his
campaign of eroding these class barriers
and not making special provisions for the
new professional elite. He also discussed the
need for more ethical government on many
occasions. This incident has made everyone
a bit more wary about those speeches.
It should be clear, however, that this incident should not be made into a truly defining
moment in Clinton's presidency. It was a
mistake, and he has admitted as such The
public is still willing to give him a chance;
hopefully, he will have learned his lesson
from all of this. It is time for Clinton to show
his whole support for these ideas and not
make the same mistake again.

Faculty helped save Fact Line
To the Editor:
My life is now complete.
In the past two weeks, I have
been complimented by one of the
best student leaders on this campus and criticized by one of the
worst. With Scott Ziance's and
Michael Brennan's most recent
letters, the stereotypes of political ideologies once again ring accurate.
You see, as you read Mr. Ziance's letter, you can tell his arguments regarding the constitutional right to privacy are calm,
rational and well thought out. Mr
Brennan's, on the other hand, unfortunately led themselves to
cries of tantrum throwing and
emotional outrage.
No matter how much evidence
is shown to him that he is wrong,

5:15

he still cannot comprehend that
his point of view is hypocritical
at worst and inconsistent at best.
The evidence I refer to is none
other than our own U.S. Constitution and lawyer after lawyer
interpreting the law in Mr.
Ziance's favor.
I am not sure how and where
the rumor started that Dave Dorland "saved" Fact Line, but I
would like to put an end to this
inaccurate portrayal. Yes, it is
true I was the only undergraduate to sit on the Faculty Senate
Budget Committee this past
summer when all of the budget
cuts were being decided.
It is also true that when the
proposal was made to discontinue Fact Line, I communicated

the importance of the service and
the unfavorable reaction that
would occur if it were eliminated.
However, as with any committee, I had but one vote among
other faculty members and, if it
had not been for Dr. Steven
Chang and Dr. Chris Dal ton
(among others), Fact Line would
not exist today. I was merely a
small part of a much larger process of which I had little control.
As far as Mr. Brennan's labeling me as a "swell guy" for my
part, I do not need his sarcastic,
patronizing compliments, nor do
I want them.
What I will take credit for,
however, is the 80-100 hours of
work John Babel and I put into
compiling the Faculty Course Indication Booklet this past sum-

J.A. Holgren

mer. Yes, while Michael Brennan
was home dreaming of ways to
assassinate people's character)
John and I were here at BGSU
working at our positions in use;.
Admittedly, this may sound conceited and self-congratulating,
but if someone wants to give us
credit for something I did, I sure
as hell want it to be accurate.
Regarding the lingering complaints of the Bush rally security
force, would you people please
GET A LIFE! My God, I find it
absolutely perplexing that you
people are still having conniptions over having your signs taken away.
Look how silly you appear
whining and crying over an
occurrence that took place four
months ago! FOUR MONTHS! It
really takes a bitter, frustrated
person to hold a grudge for so
long over such a minor matter.
Sure, Michael Brennan may be
in the "highest ranking position
of the legislative branch of USG"
as chief legislative officer, but in
my mind, he should instead have
the title of CHIEF LEGISLATIVE POMPOUS ASS.
As for the CLPA's claims of
Ziance's action dividing the student body according to party
lines, who's the one still writing
letters assailing people because
of their political views?
David A DorIHIHI

Senior
Business
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Mock trial team Beer argument leads to fight
wins regionais
by Sherry Turco
greek reporter

by Julie Tagllalerro
administration reporter
Many students follow the coverage of court cases such as the John
Umbel trial. But for some students, the interest in law is so strong
they want to actively participate.
The University's mock trial team won a regional competition last
weekend in Dayton defeating 15 other teams. They will now represent the University in a national competition in Des Moines, Iowa in
February.
Participating with the team enables students to debate controversial issues and cases by researching them and then defending both
sides of the issue in tournaments with other universities.
According to Robert Holmes, professor of legal studies and faculty
adviser to the team, the team has existed at the University for about
10 years and has consistently placed in the top 20 of mock trial teams
nationwide.
The national competition involves more than 200 universities
which first participate in one of eight regional competitions. The top
three teams then go to the national tournament.
At both the regional and the national competitions all teams represent different sides of the same case. In the fall each university
receives a copy of the court case which the directors of the competition select, Holmes said. This year the case dealt with sexual harassment.
Holmes said the team meets at least twice a week preparing for the
tournaments. Along with Dennis Lyle, an attorney, he coaches the
team, teaching members how to litigate and preparing them for competition.
"It is not an easy fun-filled extra-curricular activity," Holmes said.
"The University's team is recognized as a national power [in mock
trial competitions] and it takes a lot of hard work and practice."
According to Jeff Yeager, a member of the team, practices include
working with groups and with partners, as well as spending many
hours researching the case in order to be able to represent the defense and the plaintiff.
Debra Marshall, a three-year member, said in order to prepare for
the sexual harrassment case, the team talked to psychiatrists and
psychologists who have worked with victims of sexual harassment.
"The case we worked on was much more researched than cases we
did in past years," Marshall said.
Marshall said the extensive research helped them achieve the win
since the competition at the regional meet was more competitive this
year.
"I honestly never thought we would accomplish this win, but we all
have dynamic qualities which complement each other," Marshall
said. "I know that [along with the research] is how we won."
Yeager said the standard competition includes three rounds, in
which each member of the team must take on a different role, so that
all sides of the issue are represented.
Each team must have between six and eight students. The University team had six people participate in the regional competition.
Three portrayed witnesses while the other three were attorneys.
Yeager said in the first round one could be a witness for the plaintiff .while in the second round the individual could be an attorney for
the defense.
"When you have three rounds in one day and have to go from representing the plaintiff [and then] the defense [and then] the plaintiff,
it can be a very strenuous day," Yeager said. "It can be stressful because you have to change the way you're thinking when you represent both sides."
Currently the mock trial group has about 14 active students, Holmes said. Because only eight can be on a team, the group divided into
two teams -- one of six students and one of eight - for the regional
tournament.
The team of six consisted of students who were more experienced
in litigation, Holmes said. For the national competition eight students
are allowed to attend so one or two students from the second team
will be promoted, he added.

An event designed to bring unity to the Greek system turned
into an interfraternity scuffle on
Jan. 23 when members of Pi
Kappa Alpha hosted a tea for
members of 12 Greek organizations.
Designated an alcoholic event,
a fight broke out between a
member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
and a member of Pi Kappa Alpha
when the SAE allegedly tried to
claim beer that was not his.
Pike house policy requires that
participants of legal drinking age
who wish to consume during an
alcoholic event bring their own
Natural Light and turn it over to
the Pikes. In exchange for each
beer, a ticket, which can be
traded in for one beer at a time,
is given to the owner.
"This policy was instituted at
the beginning of the year for all
fraternities and sororities attending a tea," said Brian Levine,
Pi Kappa Alpha social chairman.
The disturbance occurred because SAE member Tony Engle
allegedly tried to use tickets
which had not been distributed
by the Pikes. Pikes handed out
gray tickets with blank backs.
The tickets in question had "C
and P Sales" printed on the back
and are available at Ben Franklin.
"We have those tickets," said
Rudy Piekarski of C and P Sales.
"We send the.n to Bowling Green
and anyone can purchase them."
Levine said when the beer supply began to dwindle, the Pikes
began to get suspicious.
"Halfway through the tea, myself and another fraternity social
[chairman] noticed that lots of
beer was missing," he said. "The
other social [chairman] noticed,
and brought to my attention that
different tickets were coming to
the counter where the beer was
being handed out.

The BG Ncwi/Aadrea Hcdbcrg
A scuffle took place at a 12-way fraternity tea Saturday night when a member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
allegedly tried to use fake tickets (top) to receive beer. The real tickets (bottom) were distributed to
allocate alcohol safely at the event.
Levine said he.then confronted
Engle who claimed he had found
the tickets on the floor.
"I noticed approximately 16
tickets on the floor and picked
them up," Engle said. "[My
brothers and I] didn't want to tell
anyone because then everyone
would try to claim them."
He said Levine refused to believe his story and pushed him to
the ground.
"I slipped and [Levine] went
down with me," Engle said.
Levine, however, said Engle

fell down alone and only minor
shoving took place.
SAE President Craig Winbigler
said most of the SAE members
left after the incident.
"Everyone found tickets on the
floor," he said. "There was a
good number of people with
them."
SAE social chairman John
Stotz confirmed Engle's story
and said he gave the tickets out
to a few other people.
While Aaron Baughn, chief
administrator of IFC, was vague

in his response to the incident he
did say there is a possibility of
action being taken through IFC.
"As of right now nothing has
been filed [through Interfraternity Council]," said Baughn.
Pike President Geoff Besecker
said the Interf raternity Council
Judicial Board has requested a
report about the incident.
Besecker said he was very upset
about the whole thing.
"I thought the Greek system
was supposed to be unified," he
said.

large-scale factional fighting, Gregson said, "It's hard to put an
has been diminished, then the estimate on it. How long the U.S.
threat shifts to other things and leadership will be needed here is
we're trying to develop the ap- pretty much up to the United Nations and when they feel condipropriate tactics to counter it."
"It starts to look an awful lot tions are appropriate for the U.N.
like more traditional police work, to take over."
especially when you start talking
That could mean an extended
about how to provide security for
people in the city," Gregson said. stay. U.N. spokesman Joe Sills
Asked how long U.S. forces has said the United Nations will
would be needed in Somalia, take control of Somalia

peacekeeping forces only gradually.

Somalia
Continued from page one.
times in broad daylight, prompting pleas from relief organizations for more protection.
Marine Col. Chip Gregson, deputy director of operations for
the U.S.-led task force, said today
the U.S. mission has been more
than just escorting convoys.
"It was the creation of a secure
environment," he said. "As the original largest threat, the

Some Marines manning guard
posts and amphibious assault vehicles this morning were stunned
to hear that another one of their
comrades had been killed.
"We're sitting ducks if anybody wanted to shoot us," said
Cpl. Allen Hopkins, 21, of
Bakersfield, Calif.

HOME FALCON BASKETBALL VS WESTERN - WOMEN 5:45, MEN 8:00 PM

COME PACK "THE HOUSE THAT ROARS" TONIGHT!
Win a trip to Florida...Enter the Falcon Florida Flyaway!
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DOES WALKING TO CAMPUS
IN A SNOW STORM
MAKE YOU FEEL LIKE THIS?

TAKE THE KEYS
CALL A CAB
TAKE A STAND

WINGS!
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FREE DELIVERY
352-5166
OPEN FOR LUNCH FRI. • SAT.» SUN.
4pm Weekdays

MILD • HOT • BBQ

Ride the

BROUGHTTO
YOU BY
TWO BEERS
AND SOME
COLD
MEDICINE.
Alcohol and medicine can affect your
balance, coordination, and vision.
After drinking or taking medication,
don't ride. That's the best
prescription for your safety.
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CAMPUS SHUTTLE
Free to residents of
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Apartments
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3 GREAT locations
Free heat & water
24 h r. maintenance
Laundromats
1 & 2 bedroom apts.
1 & 2 full batJis

Now Accepting Applications For Summer and Fall!

400 E. Napoleon Rd.

winning pizza

352-9135

10 WINGS- $3.75 • 20 WINGS
30WINGS- $8.75

$6.00

10 OR MORE WINGS INCLUDES CELERY AND BLUE CHEESE DRESSING

TRY EM, YOU'LL LIKE 'EM - WE DO!

100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!

PISANELLO'S COMBOS
Your Choice
7" 1 Item Pizza & 5 Wings*
7" 1 Item Pizza & Breadsticks**
7" 3 Item Pizza a 2 Pops
5 Wings* & Breadsticks**
$3.50
7" 1 Item Pizza, Small Salad & 1 Pop
* Your choice of wing style
* * Breadsticks include your choice of
ranch dressing or pizza sauce.
EXTRA ITEMS ON 7" PIZZA - 25« ea.
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Concert at Howard's to
help outreach program
by Oaron McDonald

human diversity reporter

Howard's Ciub H, 210 N. Main
St., Is sponsoring a benefit concert tonight for the Hispanic
Outreach Program from 10 to 2
am featuring the bands The
Marvelous Cricket Troup, Tortilla Diablo and The Kind.
The Hispanic Outreach Program is an effort to help high
risk Hispanic students in the
Toledo Public Schools learn English as a second language.
"The program is designed to
help high-risk students through
various methods such as interpersonal relationships, involvement in Hispanic student
organizations and educational
programs such as a BGSU career
day, said Jose Luna, director of
the Hispanic Outreach Program.
The University's English department is responsible for the

"We have a lot of
[Hispanic students] in
the Northwest Ohio
area who fall through
the cracks and who
rarely get help. This is a
great opportunity to
help these students..."
Shirley Ostler, assistant
professor of English
English as a Second Language
Master's Program (MATSEL)
which is assisting the Toledo
program.
"We have a lot of [Hispanic
students] in the Northwest Ohio
area who fall through the cracks
and who rarely get help. This is a
great opportunity to help these
students stay in school and boost
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Main Event

their English skills," said Shirley
Ostler, assistant professor of
English.
Proceeds from the concert will
help pay for a graduate student
tutor's gas expenses for the trip
to and from Toledo.
Amy Driehaus, a MATSEL
graduate student, said her experience overseas and her desire to
work with students to improve
their English in order to stay in
school were her reasons to get
involved as a tutor in the program.
Luna will also participate in tonight's festivities. He is conga
player and lead singer in the
band Tortilla Diablo and is also a
member of The Kind.
"Instead of students receiving
three hours a week, they will now
receive five hours of tutoring a
week with the added tutor in the
program," Luna said.
Admission is a $2 donation.

Court blotter
The following indictments were
handed down by a Wood County
Grand Jury:
O Tracy M. Vestal, Portage,
was indicted for felonious assault, a second degree aggravated felony. Vestal allegedly assaulted a woman with a beer bottle Oct. 29 at College Station,
1616 E. Wooster St. According to
reports, witnesses said Vestal
struck the beer bottle over her
head, and after the bottle broke,
she slashed the left side of the
woman's face. The victim suffered a cracked tooth and a
chipped tooth. Witnesses in the
report stated the attack was unprovoked.
a Keith A. Gidley, 17980 Cross

OIL IS A
CAR'S
LIFE BLOOD

r

Creek Road, was indicted for edly confessed to the burglary
burglary, a second degree ag- Oct. 13.
gravated felony. Wood County
sheriffs reportedly received a
"I Danny R. Burdette, Rising
complaint Oct. 12 that a Washing- Sun, was indicted for aggravated
ton Township residence had been vehicular homicide, a third deburglarized. About $170 in Ken- gree aggravated felony. Court
nedy half dollars and Ben Frank- reports state that Burdette alleglin silver dollars were reported edly caused the death of someone
stolen, along with a glass lamp Dec. 25 in a 1989 Chevrolet
and shade. The same day, depu- Camero while under the inties received information that fluence of alcohol and/or drugs.
Gidley had allegedly purchased a
C\ Lawrence H. Gay was indicsandwich at Tontogany Village
Carryout with about $5 worth of ted for two counts of theft, each a
Kennedy half dollars. When fourth degree felony. Gay was
questioned by the burglary vic- charged for alleged incidents
tim, also a neighbor, Gidley al- June 25 at McDonald's, 1470 E.
legedly became extremely ner- Wooster St., and Kroger's at 1096
vous and evasive. Gidley report- N. Main St.
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Water leaks from a ruptured pipe under the crossing of Ridge Street and the train tracks near Thurstin Avenue Tuesday. Bowling Green Utilities Director Daryl Stockburger said repair workers have
not determined the cause of the break, which was reported Tuesday morning, but plan to repair the
pipe today. Stockburger said water carried by the pipe Is still safe to drink, but cautioned Offenbauer
residents to avoid washing clothes until Thursday because workers attempting to seal off the pipe
stirred up rust in nearby pipes that serve the University.

Attacks

Hydro

Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.

anonymous calls to the police to
inform them a rape occurred in a
certain area, but we only do so
with the permission of the victim," Barned said. "We also offer
the victim the choice to be in the
room while we call the police for
them. This assures them that
nothing will be said without their
approval."
The Link is now offering therapy groups which provide counseling to victims, as well as helps
them start working on issues that
are causing them the most pain.
Some of the volunteers are vic-

tims themselves of sexual assaults and can relate very well to
the victim's feelings of embarrassment or guilt.
"A lot of times victims don't
report an attack because they
feel it is too personal and already
feel violated enough; we are here
to listen to the victim and make
them feel like they do have a
friend they can talk to," said
Bamed.
The Link provides free services which are available to
anyone 24 hours a day at
352-1545.

lower than those of nearby Toledo Edison, have been an important
lure for industry, board members briefly expressed some concern
that the temporary rise in rates might hurt economic development
efforts.
However, according to Wood County Economic Development Officer Tom Blaha, Bowling Green electric rates will still be far below
those of other areas competing for industry.
"I shouldn't think those sorts of amounts are a problem," Blaha
said. "The municipal utilities should still be a bargain. We're already
five to seven cents less per kilowatt-hour than a lot of competing
areas."
The extra power source might even encourage industrial growth by
allowing the city to adapt more quickly to the installation of a large
factories, Stockburger said.
"This is important because you could easily see a five-to-seven megawatt-hour load in one plant move in at one time," he said. Bowling
Green currently uses about 56 megawatt-hours of electricity during
peak periods.
Under the terms of a proposed contract with AMP-Ohio, the Belleville project would supply about 10 percent of Bowling Green's electricity. Currently, 2 percent of the city's power is hydroelectric and is
purchased from a generating station near Niagara Falls.
By increasing their use of hydroelectric power, the venture's
49-member communities are hoping to lessen the impact of rate hikes
expected to follow full implementation of the federal Clean Air Act
between 1995 and 2000.

*SUBUUflV*
Limit 1 coupon per customer per visit
Not valid with any other offer
Woodland Mall Subway ONLY
exp. 2/28/93

According to Ohio Environmental Protection Agency spokesman
Jim Leach, some coal-fired power plants may be forced to close as a
result of the act's higher pollution standards.
"There is a definite concern they would not be able to meet those
new specifications," Leach said.
Such closings could narrow the market of municipal electricity
suppliers who buy other plants' excess power, said Phil Meier, AMPOhio Belleville Project Manager.
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320 ELM STREET
• Close to campus
• Large one bedroom apartments
• Furnished with extra
safety features
• Free water and sewer
• 12 month leases available

NEWIPVE
Rinlals

• 8:00 p.m.
Lenhart Grand
Ballroom

A GAT
AMERICAN
FIGHTS
FOR
THE RIGHT
TO SERVE
HIS
COUNTRY

'FREE and open

.I2ii S. Main
Our Only
Office

to Mi

ft
Sponsored by.

85®.U«5A.
PSO, WRO.
GSS. P E.O.P.L.E.

Joe Steffan
Is
'HONOR BOUND"
February 2, 1993

352-5020

More info?

Call (BSD 2-2343
*
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Heart
Answers
WHAT IS
HARDENING
OF THE ARTERIES?
A common form of hardening ol the
arteries is atherosclerosis It occurs
when latty deposits in the bloodstream build up on the inner walls of
the arteries People who have
atherosclerosis are more likely to
sutler a heart attack or stroke. The
nsk ol developing atherosclerosis
can be reduced by observing a diet
low in saturated lats and cholesterol.
Contact your local American Heart
Association for more information.

American Heart
Association
*

January 27,1993
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Vietnam 'hero' Justices defend their pasts
guilty of lying
huTho
Icrrtnlotarl Drncr
by The Associated
Press

by James Hannah
The Associated Press
DAYTON -- Community leaders expressed shock and disappointment Tuesday after learning that a man considered to be
a war hero may have fabricated his Vietnam War exploits.
Gary L. Locks, 49, of suburban Fairborn, said he had been shot
down and taken prisoner during the war, but escaped and returned to his former prison camp to kill his captors.
Locks, a civilian employee at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
and a lieutenant colonel in the Air Force Reserve, was grand
marshal of Fairborn's Memorial Day parade in 1989. One year
earlier, he was selected to serve on a committee to screen area
youths who had applied for appointments to U.S. military academies.
Last Friday, Locks pleaded no contest in U.S. District Court to
a charge of making a false statement to the federal government
and was found guilty by Judge Walter Rice. He faces a maximum sentence of five years in prison and a $250,000 fine.
According to a bill of information filed with the case, the
charge stemmed from allegations that Locks made false statements to the Board of Correction of Air Force Records in May
1990.
Locks told the board he was a wounded Vietnam combat veteran and former prisoner of war entitled to the Purple Heart and
the Prisoner of War Medal.
Federal prosecutors said Locks never served in Vietnam,
never was shot down and never was taken prisoner.
"The Air Force said these things are not documented in his record," said a federal prosecutor who spoke on condition of anonymity. "They never happened."

Voinovich
Continued from page one.

"He stressed over and over
again cooperation with the General Assembly, which is the equivalent of saying the studying is
done, now let's finish the legislation," Aronof f said.
Voinovich said he has implemented most of the recommendations of studies he ordered
to make the government more efficient.
But he said many recommendations of other studies,
some involving school reforms,
require action by the Legislature.
"If all of the recommendations
are implemented, the result will
be a significant savings of our
taxpayer dollars," he said.
He did not mention more tax
increases.
But he said, "I am today announcing that our new budget
provides for a study of Ohio's
economy and tax structure. That
has not been done for 25 years."
Voinovich said his administration has tried to run the government as efficiently as possible.
"We must have the selfdiscipline to understand that
there are limits on what government can do and can't do," he
said.
Voinovich indicated that many
of his specific proposals for the

next year will be detailed in the
two-year budget he plans to send
the Legislature next week.
He said he will push for a
major bill pending in the Senate
to tighten welfare spending and
curb the rising costs of Medicaid.
Medicaid is "No.l on the list," he
said, referring to areas where
spending must be brought under
control.
Voinovich said the state must
expand laws that seek to control
auto emissions, and that he wants
the Legislature to pass an "industrial land use bill" to convert polluted lands into areas that can
create jobs.
Voinovich said the state faces a
crucial situation in prison overcrowding with an inmate population that has increased 280 percent in the past 10 years. He said
he will offer proposals soon.
He also said judges need more
choices in sentencing.
The governor repeated his
often-heard claims that the state
must move ahead with reforms in
the workers' compensation
system. Referring to rising employer costs and red tape in the
system, he said the workers'
compensation system is "the
silent killer of jobs In Ohio."

HOWARD'S club352-9951
H

2 10 IN. Main

Wed. Jan. 29th

ESL Benefit Concert
(English Second Language)
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COLUMBUS - Three of seven
Ohio Supreme Court justices
failed to take court-mandated
Ohio Judicial College continuing
education courses in 1992, a published report said Tuesday.
Two of the justices - Robert E.
Holmes and Herbert R. Brown retired at the end of the year.
Justice Craig Wright said he took
37 hours of courses and received
a waiver for a required Judiciary
College class.
The Akron Beacon Journal reported that court disclosure
forms showed Wright failed for

the sixth year to follow court
rules on continuing legal education.
Wright applied for a waiver of
the Judicial College class requirement on Nov. S and it was
approved Nov. 12, said Stephan
W. Stover, the court's administrative director.
Wright tried to attend Judicial
College classes on Dec. 18 and
Jan. 18, but didn't because of
year-end court business and because the second date turned out
to be a class Wright had taken,
Stover said in a Jan. 14 memo.
Holmes and Brown plan to belatedly take the required Judicial
College class so they can remain

eligible to serve on the court occasionally as fill-ins, Stover said.
In telephone interviews Monday night and Tuesday, Wright
said the Judicial College didn't
offer the kind of continuing legal
education suited to appellate
judges.
"We were very busy last year
and I did not have the time to
simply waste a full day going to a
course that was not relevant,"
said Wright.
Stover said he leaves it up to
the justices to decide whether
Judicial College offerings are
appropriate.
Wright said judges are entitled
to a waiver of the rules. He also

Toledo man honored
after his exoneration
by Mitch Weiss
The Associated Press

TOLEDO - A man was honored by City Council
on Tuesday, one month after an appeals court
overturned his conviction on charges that he shot a
police officer and robbed a fast-food restaurant.
City leaders also honored Morgan "Tony" Miller's 84-year-old grandmother, Reaber Brown, his
lawyers and two civil rights leaders who helped
him.
Brown had been picketing outside the Lucas
County Courthouse twice a week for six years. She
had been carrying signs protesting her grandson's
1984 conviction.
Council members praised Brown, who
brought the case to public attention.
"Very few have the courage to speak truth to
power. ... It's a great story that we can all learn
from," Councilman Peter Silverman said.
City Council approved a resolution commending
the "perseverance of the people involved in securing the release of Morgan Miller." Named in the
resolution were Miller's lawyers, Richard Kerger
and Jessica Christy; the Rev. Floyd Rose and Lee
Williams, former head of the Toledo branch of the
National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People. Williams brought the case to Kerger's attention in 1989.
"It's hard to believe that somewhere along the
line the system failed," said Councilman Carry
Finkbeiner, who sponsored the resolution.
Brown said she was surprised at the attention the case has received.
"If you trust in God and have faith in him and
love, things will start happening," she told the
council.
Miller's friends and family have been fighting
his conviction for years. A number of witnesses
say Miller, an artist and musician, wasn't involved

in the crime.
The 6th Ohio District Court of Appeals in Toledo
in December overturned Miller's conviction. It
said a number of errors were made at his trial, including a judge's decision to prohibit a man who allegedly confessed to the crime from testifying.
Miller, 35, was serving a prison term of 20 to 40
years. He would have been eligible for parole in
nine years.
He was convicted of aggravated robbery and
felonious assault in connection with a Dec. 14,
1983, robbery at a fast-food restaurant. During the
robbery, a police officer was shot in the neck.
The store manager said the person who robbed
the store in December was the same man who
robbed the store on Nov. 19, 1983. Miller was
charged in the earlier robbery, but was acquitted
because there wasn't enough evidence against him
in that case.
A man on death row, Joseph Clark, confessed in
January 1984 to the robberies and the shooting.
Clark was convicted in 1984 of killing two people in
separate robberies in late 1983.
Prosecutors said Clark later recanted his confession.
Lucas County Common Pleas Judge Judith Lanzinger ordered Miller to be released without bond,
pending a new trial. The prosecutor's office could
have dropped the case, but decided to fight the appeals court ruling.
Prosecutor Anthony Pizza said he wants the Ohio
Supreme Court to clarify the state's witness law.
He said he wants the high court to spell out guidelines concerning witnesses who have said they
won't testify in a case. Clark had told authorities
he wouldn't testify at Miller's trial.
Rose said he wished Miller's ordeal was over and
called on City Council members to try to convince
the prosecutor's office to drop the case.

said he pursued continuing educatior outside the state at his own
expense.

Wright said he hasn't taken a
Judicial College course since
1984-85, in part because the
classes are designed for trial
judges and don't deal with the
constitutional issues justices
handle.
"We have to go out-of-state to
get that stuff," he said.
The retired justices couldn't be
reached Tuesday. Messages requesting comment were left at
Brown's home and office. There
was no answer at Holmes's home.

Addict arrested
for displaying
cocaine as proof
of needing help
by The Associated Press

AKRON -- A man who
wanted treatment for his
cocaine addiction was arrested after bringing his
cocaine supply to a hospital
to prove he needed help.
Hospital officials say
they followed the rules in
reporting that William
Kobbs brought the cocaine
with him.
Kobbs, who outlined his
case in a letter to the editor
published Monday in the
Akron Beacon Journal, said
he requested help from a
dozen treatment centers on
Dec. 14.
One day earlier, his parents caught him snorting
cocaine. Seeing his mother
cry made him feel so bad
that he was determined to
obtain help, Kobbs, 26, told
the newspaper in a separate
interview.
The centers turned him
away because he has no insurance, Kobbs said.
Someone at St. Thomas
Medical Center said he
could be treated if it was a
medical emergency or if he
had a serious drug problem.
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Do You Play Euchre?
Then Play For Big Bucks @
)'s Euchre Tourney!
When: Feb. 9, 1993
Time : 6 - 9 pm
Place : Off-Campus
Student Center
Cost : $2.00 per team

WIN UP TO $200!

Sign up in teams of
2 Today thru Feb.
8 in the MS© office
330 Union
(Limit 32 teams)
more info? call
W@ @ 2-2343

Pheasant Room Specials

^ v.

Wednesday
Dinner Special
All You Can Eat

SPAGHETTI - $4.25
Located in The University Union
Quanium 90 card accepted after 4:30 lor on-campus students.
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for off-campus students.
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$2.oo Donation

We cordially invite you to a
Benefit reception in honor of
Alfredo "Freddy" Lebron
Thursday, January 28, 1993
at the BG Ice Arena Lounge from 7-10 P.M.
Come dine with authentic Mexican Food,
and dance to a variety of music.
A donation of $2.00 will be accepted at the
door in order to help the Lebron family in
this time of grievence and need. Come offer your
support and help the Lebron family.
Sponsored by:
The Latino Student Union and Juntos
(will accept checks made out to the Lebron Family)

Presents...
BYTE* THE FALCON FLORIDA FLYAWAY!
ALL FALCON FANSAREBUBBLE

Originally from Bloomington, Ind., the band is
known throughout the area for their unique sound a bizarre combination of punk funk, rhythm and
blues, east coast ska, disco, and even country,
resulting in a blend of The Twist Offs, Fishbone,
and the Red Hot Chilli Peppers.

19 and over!
TONIGHT ONLY!!
BE CAREFUL ON WINTER ROADS

Falcon athletics, in conjunction with Delta Air Lines and Holiday
Travel, will be giving away four trips to Florida to two lucky
tons. All tons are eligible. To enter, complete a ballot ot any of
the following home Falcon basketball or hockey games. Then, at
halftime of the February 3rd basketball game, ond during the
first intermission of the January 30th hockey game, a winner of
air transportation for two will be onnounced. Winners must be
present to claim the prize.

am MI m Of WESEUMES:
AIRLINES

■WFTUU1
fOMOtT vi. Wuurn
Fel.ln.CMnl*

HOLIDAY
TRAVEL
HOCfffT
CENTER
taturia* «l. K-CMcHi'
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Ellis rises to challenge
by Randy Setter
sports writer
It's a good thing for Bowling
Green hockey that freshman
goaltender Aaron Ellis did not
take up Indiana's native sport of
basketball instead playing
hockey. I can't imagine the 6'1",
180 lb. Ellis knocking down a
jump shot Instead of turning
away a slapshot.
Neither can Ellis.
"I never really got into basket ball,"Ellis said. "I played football
for two years in junior high, but I
was too small."
The New Palestine, Indiana
native focused his efforts on
hockey, a decision that is paying
off for Ellis and the Falcon
hockey team.
In league play, Ellis stands
fifth overall with a 3.30 goals allowed average and a .893 save
percentage. The netminder has
one shutout to his credit, a 5-0
blanking of Miami and 4 assists.
Ellis is also credited with upholding BG's streak on penalty shots,
holding opponents to 0-6 with his
stopping of Western Michigan's
Chris Brooks.
Despite the success he's had
and the numbers he has initially
posted, Ellis isn't content with his
play. His goal is to be among the
top two in league goaltending and

to keep his save percentage over
.900, but winning games is more
important for him. He would
rather see the team earn home
ice advantage in the playoffs
than achieve his personal goals.
"I'd rather win 11-10 than lose
1-0. So many games have been
close games this season," Ellis
said. "It's been a thorn in our
side, a thorn we have to pull out
and just play some hockey."
He does not exclude himself
from criticism of the team's play.
Ellis feels he needs to raise his
play and work on his concentration to play better hockey.
Ellis initially didn't start his
hockey career as a goaltender.
Instead, the seven-year old started the first half of the year as a
forward in youth hockey at the
Indianapolis State Fairgrounds
before switching to goaltender.
"My parents didn't think I'd
take it seriously,"Ellis said. "It
was pretty much my own doing.
Every year they would ask me if
I wanted to play again and I'd say
'yeah.'"
In the bantam league, Ellis
played for Team Indiana which
regulary faced teams from the
tougher and talent-stocked Little
Caeser's League teams from the
Detroit area and Michigan.
"Playing against those teams
helped me as a goaltender. I

faced a lot of shots from those
teams."
After posting a 12-3-2 record
his senior year at Culver Miltary
Academy with a .901 saves percentage and a 2.08 GAA, Ellis was
overlooked as a college prospect.
Providence showed initial interest, but went elsewhere leaving
BGSU as the only interested
party.
Being the fourth goaltender in
BG's training camp behind
senior Angelo Libertucci and
sophomores Will Clarke and
Nathan Cressman forced Ellis to
work harder. Ellis vaulted to second on the depth chart behind
Clarke a few weeks Into the
season and earned his first start
at Kent State.
Against Kent, Ellis gave up his
first collegiate goal on the first
shot he faced. Ellis did not let the
goal bother him, instead using
the goal as a motivation to win as
the icers rallied to win 5-3 behind
the goaltender's 24 saves.
"I was more excited than nervous when I was called to start,"
Ellis said. "Allowing the first
shot I faced kind of calmed my
nerves."
It is still very early in his college career, but Ellis one day
looks forward to possibly joining
the National Hockey League as
only BG's second goaltender to
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LOS ANGELES - The experts maintain the
Dallas Cowboys are a touchdown better than
the Buffalo Bills, who say being the underdog isnt a problem for them.
"All year when we've been underdogs, the
team seemed to respond," center Kent Hull
said Monday. "This football team likes challenges and being an underdog, that's certainly a challenge. And I'm confident we're
going to rise to the occasion because of
that."
Despite Buffalo's track record of sucess in
the last five years, the oddsmakers are putting their faith in the Cowboys.

It doesn't matter who the AFC representative would have been, Jim Kelly said. The
oddsmakers would have made the NFC
champion the favorite because of the AFC's
woeful performance in recent Super Bowls.
"I've always liked being the underdog,"
Kelly said. "If you noticed in the past, we
haven't been the underdog too many times.
Going into the Super Bowl, I think that no
matter who the AFC team was to get in, we
were going to be the underdogs."
The AFC has lost the last eight Super
Bowls, including the two most recent losses
by Buffalo to the New York Giants and
Washington Redskins.
During their run of success, the Bills have
done well when not much is expected of
them.

along, despite Shanahan's
favored status.
"Everybody's been asking me
what I was thinking, and this is
DENVER - Wade Phillips, son what 1 was thinking, Yes-s-s-s!"
of Bum, wanted the Denver Phillips said, pumping a fist in
Broncos' head coaching job more the air.
than anything - even if he had to
A popular choice among the
come from behind to get it.
Phillips, one of two finalists Bronco players, staff and fans,
along with everybody's fron- Phillips signed a three-year contrunner Mike Shanahan, was tract believed to pay him
named to the position on Monday $400,000 a year.
because of his superior "chemis"I want to make sure you untry" with owner Pat Bowlen. It
didn't hurt that he came cheap, derstand - there's been a lot of
speculation that Wade somehow
either.
Bowlen announced his decision was the second man for the job,
four weeks to the day after he and that's not true," Bowlen said.
fired Dan Reeves.
Phillips, who built an aggres- "The guy who should have gotten
sive, ball-hawking defense dur- the job got the job."
Phillips, 45, has been coning four years as the Broncos'
defensive coordinator, insisted sidered prime head-coaching mahe expected to get the job all terial for some time, following In
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do so.
Mike Liut, who posted career
averages of 3.35 GAA and a saves
percentage of .888 from 1974-78
at BG, recently retired after 13
NHL seasons with St. Louis,
Hartford and Washington, post-

They offer their record comeback win
over the Houston Oilers in the wild-card
playoff game as proof. Down 35-3 early in
the third quarter, the Bills won in overtime
41-38.
"After what's happened, I think this team
has taken to that underdog atmosphere,"
wide receiver Don Beebe said. "I think it's
human nature to do that, and we've used that
to our advantage."

Bowlen reportedly offered
Shanahan, paid $200,000 last
season, a multlyear contract
worth about $400,000 a year. But
Shanahan demanded more.

"A contract was discussed, but
we never got to the point where a
contract was offered," Bowlen
insisted.
During his years coaching
Denver's defenses, Phillips
helped the Broncos get to the
Super Bowl in 1989 and to the
AFC championship game in 1991.
In both seasons, his defense led
the AFC in fewest points allowed,
and in 1991 the Broncos led the
AFC in 12 defensive categories.
He has previous head coaching
experience, having served as
interim head coach for the final
four games of the 1985 season in
New Orleans after his father was
fired there. The younger Phillips
also assumed the capacity of
interim head coach during the
1990 preseason when Reeves underwent surgery on his arteries.

. See the future. Use a condom.
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to the Kippi Delta
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INDIAN RIVERS
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Choose from choice apartment* within walking distance to
campus Summer 1993 and 1993-94 school year.

9

1 or 2 bedroom, furnlnshed or unfurnished, gas htat and
water included, air conditioning

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380
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MaryJoCesa
Kristin Clark
Melisa Cox
Deana Gildone
Meridith McCracken
Maureen McDonald
Janese Rosebrook
Jennifer Ross
Laura Sandys*
Jennifer Tarr
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Goaltender Aaron Ellis stands ID waiting for a shot to come his way. Ellis, a freshman from New Palestine, Indiana, has made quite an Impact on the Falcon hockey team.

"Look at last year," Kelly said. "We were
underdogs against the Redskins and we
didn't play too well."
Other than that, Kelly said, "It seems like
when we have adversity, we do play a little
better. I think it shows the character on the
team."

the footsteps of his father, Bum,
who coached at Houston and New
Orleans. The younger Phillips
coordinated the Broncos' defense
the last four seasons, developing
a stingy unit that once went 31
games without giving up a touchdown against a two-minute drill.
Weeks of speculation preceded
Monday's announcement, most of
it centering on Shanahan, 40, the
San Francisco 49ers' offensive
coordinator who was a Denver
assistant from 1985-87 and again
in 1991. But Shanahan apparently
decided to extend his 49ers' contract after negotiations with
Bowlen did not yield an agreement.
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Phillips named Bronco's coach
by John Mossman
The Associated Press
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Buffalo tabbed as underdogs
by John F. Bonalattl
The Associated Press
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ing a 3.49 GAA and a 293-271-74
record.
Ellis knew there was a slight
chance during the summer of
1992 that he would be drafted so
he watched part of the NHL draft
on television. Only the first

round was televised so he went
out to eat with his mother. When
he got home there was a message
on his answering machine informing him that he had been
drafted by the Quebec Nordiques
in the 11th round, 244th overall.

Poor shooting
downs Kansas
by Craig Horst
The Associated Press
LAWRENCE, Kan. - Topranked Kansas played so
poorly against Long Beach
State that coach Roy Williams
ran out of suggestions.
During a second-half
timeout in the Jayhawks'
64-49 loss Monday night, Williams got so frustrated that he
let his assistants do all the
talking.
"I felt if I continued to talk,
I wouldn't say anything constructive, so I let the assistants handle it," Williams
said. "I can never remember
sitting over there feeling that
helpless."
The Jayhawks, the nation's
best shooting team at SS percent, shot only 37 percent in
the first half and went scoreless for six minutes as Long
Beach built a 14-point halftime lead.
It didn't get any better in
the second half. Jayhawks'
fans, among the most loyal in
the country, began leaving
soldout Allen Fieldhouse with
seven minutes remaining in
the game.
"They didn't just beat us,
they beat us bad," Kansas
guard Rex Walters said.
The loss snapped a 14-game
home winning streak for
Kansas (16-2).
"Tonight is a magical
night," Long Beach coach
Seth Greenberg said.
"It's one thing to put in a
game plan and another thing
to have the kids execute it so
well. ... We had a hard practice yesterday and the kids
responded. I know this wasn't
KU's best game, but what a
special night this is."
In the only other Top 25
game. No. IS Virginia beat
William & Mary 93-84 in overtime.
Long Beach (14-3) spread
its half court offense to frus-

trate the Jayhawks' pressure
defense. A 3-point shot by
Chris Tower hit the back of
the rim, bounded higher than
the top of the backboard, and
fell through the net.
It was that kind of night for
Kansas, which missed all 10
of its 3-point shots and was
only 5 of 16 from the foul line.
After taking a 34-17 halftime lead. Long Beach continued to outplay the Jayhawks in the second half. The
49ers increased their lead to
48-28 on Eric Brown's 3-pointer with 11:38 remaining.
Lucious Harris scored 24
points for Long Beach, while
Tower added IS.
Darrin Hancock had 16
points and 13 rebounds for
Kansas.
No. 15 Virginia 93, William &
Mary 84, OT
At Williamsburg, Virginia
snapped a two-game losing
streak but didn't look very
impressive.
Cornel Parker's three foul
shots put the Cavaliers ahead
to stay with 3:03 left in the
extra period. Ted Jeffries
scored six of Virginia's 17
points in overtime and Cory
Alexander had five.
It was the first victory for
the Cavaliers (12-2) since
they upset Duke eight days
earlier to extend their unbeaten streak to 16 games.
William & Mary (9-6) used a
3-point barrage to battle back
from a 23-point deficit in the
second half, only to lose to the
Cavaliers for the 18th time In
their last 20 games.
Alexander led Virginia with
26 points, while Jeffries had
23 points and 10 rebounds.
Kurt Small, a sophomore
guard, had a career-high 27
points for William & Mary.
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Hoop teams to face WMU
BG men face MAC'S best
After dropping its last two
' contests to Miami and Ball State,
the men's basketball team hopes
to rebound with a strong showing
against Western Michigan tonight at Anderson Arena at 8 p.m.
Yet, the task won't be an easy
one. Western is currently tied for
first-place in the Mid-American
Conference with Ball State. Both
squads own five victories each
and only one loss.
Bowling Green is 3-3 in the
conference and 6-8 overall and
presently residing in fifth place.
Western boasts a trio of
scorers averaging double figures
in scoring. Senior Sean Wightman leads the team in scoring
coming off the bench averaging
15.3 points and shooting SS percent from three-point range.
Senior guard Darrick Brooks
also comes off the pines and
averages 10.2 markers per game.

The lone starter averaging
double figures is Leon McGee, a
6-2 junior guard, who rips the net
for 13.0 points.
As a unit, the Broncos are
shooting 44.3 percent from the
floor and averaging 68.3 points a
contest.
For the Falcons, senior point
guard Michael Huger directs the
offense in addition to scoring a
team-high 15.9 points. Pivot
Shane Kline-Ruminski is the only
other Falcon in double figures
with 13.1 points.

I BG and WMU battle for lead
by Mark DeChant
sports writer

There's a surprise meeting tonight between the women's basketball team and its counterpart
from Western Michigan.
Well, the game itself has been
scheduled for months, but the
implications of the contest are a
surprise indeed.

Bowling Green, as expected, is
tied for the lead in the MidAmerican Conference. However,
Center Floyd Miller is BG's re- instead of sharing the top with
bounding leader at 6.0 per game Toledo, Kent, or Central Michiand also leads the team in field gan, the Falcons (5-1, 10-4) find
goal percentage at 57 percent.
themselves battling the unheralAgainst Miami on Saturday, ded Broncos for the position as
BG rendered a dismal perform- King of the conference Hill.
ance as the Redskins outplayed
Falcon head coach Jaci Clark
BG to the tune of 82-57.
says her team is well aware of
Huger was BG's only bright the standings.
spot as he totaled 19 points.
"This game is very important,"

she said. "We're tied for first,
and there are a bunch tied for
second."
"We just got out of that logjam, and we'd like to keep out of
second place."
The Broncos, with a record of
5-1 in the MAC and 9-5 overall, is
riding a wave of success that is
relatively new to the team. This
is due to the fact that Western is
much taller and stronger than
other MAC teams. "They have
good size. We'll have to be careful because they are bigger on
the perimeter. The inside people
that could hurt us are (Melissa)
O'Mara or Kina (Brown)."
Brown is a rising star in the
MAC. She ranks 8th in the conference in scoring, 7th in rebounding, 6th in field goal percentage, and 3rd in blocked
shots. The all-around presence of
Brown chould cause headaches
for the smaller Falcon squad.

Daly returns from treatment
by Mel Relsner
AP sports writer

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. - John Daly, looking fit and trim after
3 weeks in an alcohol rehabilitation clinic, returned to the public eye
Tuesday and said he is committed to lifelong abstinence from alcohol.
Daly, 26, entered the treatment center shortly after Christmas
after he allegedly assaulted his wife, Bettye, at their home in Colorado. Charges were later dropped.
Speaking to reporters two days before the start of the Phoenix
Open, Daly said he plans to attend Alcoholics Anonymous meetings
every week.
He credited a talk with Thomas "Hollywood" Henderson, a former
member of the Dallas Cowboys who battled drug abuse, with being
the catalyst for his rehabilitation.
"It was a one hell of a speech. I got more out of his speech than I
think I did out of the whole program," Daly said, adding that Henderson's book, "Out of Control," was the first he'd opened since he was a
junior in high school.
Henderson taught him a slogan "I don't drink while I'm sober"
that has become part of his day-to-day socializing, said Daly, who ap-

peared without the blond moustache he sported last season.
The 5-foot-ll golfer, the longest hitter on the PGA Tour, appeared
to have lost a good deal of weight while under supervision.
Daly said he had played only two rounds of golf since entering the
facility, which reportedly was in Tucson.
The 1991 PGA Championship and 1992 B.C. Open winner missed the
first three tournaments this season and needed the approval of PGA
commissioner Deane Beaman to return after treatment.
In a statement issued when Daly entered the clinic, he said he was
doing it to provide a better family atmosphere.
Daly caused controversy in 1991 when he damaged a hotel room
during a tournament In South Africa. His courtship of Bettye, 40, was
news during much of 1992. They were married in May and had a
daughter in June. Later that month, an allegedly intoxicated Daly was
removed from an airplane in Denver.
Later Tuesday, Daly won the tournament's Long Drive Contest with
a 315-yard clout. His first drive in the two-ball event was 311 yards.
"I'm hitting the driver real well," he said. "My long irons aren't
where I'd like them to be, and of course you always lose your putting
stroke after being off so long."

Seniors,

Reeves named
Giant coach
by Tom Canavan
AP sports writer

EAST RUTHERFORD.
N J - Dan Reeves eagerly accepted the job of rebuilding
the two-time Super Bowl
champion New York Giants
on Tuesday, saying he had no
qualms about being the
team's third choice.
"I was my mother's third
choice," Reeves said during a
news conference. "I don't feel
I was any less loved than the
rest of them. It doesn't make
a difference with me.- The
main thing is that I'm their
last choice."
Reeves, who led the Denver
Broncos to three Super Bowl
appearances, and Giants general manager George Young
refused to disclose contract
terms. A source told The Associated Press the deal was
five years in length and worth
an estimated $4 million.
Reeves, 49, replaces Ray
Handley, who was fired in
late December after the
Giants missed the playoffs
for the second straight year.
Reeves's hiring fills the last
coaching vacancy in the NFL
and also ends a month-long
search by the Giants, who
were turned down by their
top two choices.
Boston College coach Tom
Coughlin opted to stay in the
collegiate ranks and Dallas
defensive coordinator Dave
Wannstedt took the Chicago
Bears job last week.
Young then turned his attention to Reeves, who actively campaigned for the job
of taking over a team that
won Super Bowls after the

I

1986 and 1990 seasons.
Reeves, fired by the Broncos in late December, had
called Young earlier this
month to dispel rumors that
he wanted control over player
moves if named coach.
Reeves didn't hear from
Young until 10 days ago, when
he was coming to grips with
the possibility of sitting out
the season.
"I definitely could have
stayed out of it awhile and
looked for another opportunity down the road," Reeves
said. "But to me, this was an
opportunity too good to pass
up, a chance to win the whole
thing. That's the only thing to
do in this business."
Reeves's three trips to the
Super Bowl were fruitless
and he blamed himself for
that.
"I don't feel we ever played
up to our capabilities," he
said. "As a coach that's disappointing."
Reeves said the Giants need
to improve at some positions
but there is a chance they
could be back in the playoffs
next year.
"This league gives you the
opportunity to turn things
around quickly," he said.
The Giants will need work,
though. They went 6-10 last
season and were 14-18 in two
seasons under Handley, who
got the job when Bill Parcells
resigned in May 1991.
Handley was plagued
through his two years with
questions about who would be
his starting quarterback, Phil
Simms or Jeff Hostetler. And
that was the first question put
to Reeves.

MAmerican

Heart?
F_jr\ssociation

because of your heavy demand
you now have

3 more
days!
to be photographed
for the 1993 yearbook
senior section.
We've extended this last portrait shoot
two extra days.

Preschedule your portrait session by calling
1 -800-969-1337 or 1 -800-969-1338

Our professional
photographer is here
through Friday
only!

This is your last session
and your last chance. Call now!

Walk-ins accepted! Game to 28 West Hall, 10 a.m.-1 p.m.;2- 6 p.m.
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Zumph wins tourney Schlichter rebounds
on Cincy radio show
Zumph then went on a personal
rampage against the Miami Redskins, defeating three of them in
a row in order to win the tournament. In the second round, John
Baxter became the only player to
take a set off Zumph, but eventually fell 6-7(7-5), 6-2,7-6(7-4).
In the semifinals, Zumph
knocked off Eric Seltenrich in
straight sets 6-4,6-2. Eric Zinn of
Miami met the same fate in the
finals by the exact same 6-4, 6-2
score.
Head coach Dave Morin was
extremely pleased, although not
very surprised, by Zumph's performance. "Bob played real well
against the Miami guys," Morin
said.
"He has a world class forehand
and when he's on and hitting it
well, as he was this weekend, he
is very tough to beat, he said. "
His performance this past weekend was real encouraging con-

by David Harpster

sport1, writer

The Bowling Green men's tennis team opened up the second
half of its season with an impressive showing at the MAC Indoors
this past weekend in Toledo.
The tournament was structured such that the Nos. 1,2 and 3
singles players from each team
were in one flight and the 4-6
singles players were in another
night.
Bowling Green sophomore Bob
Zumph got the new year off to a
flying start for the Falcons as he
steamrolled his way to the championship in the first singles
flight.
Zumph dropped only one set in
four matches en route to capturing the title. In the opening
round, he defeated Les Smith of
Western Michigan 6-2, 7-5.

sidering that he did not play a lot
in the fall because he was recovering from an injury," Morin
said.
Bowling Green also received a
strong showing from its No. 1
doubles team of Jeff Westmeyer
and Tracey Dwire, as they managed to make it to the championship match. On the way there,
they defeated teams from Akron,
Toledo and Miami, dropping only
one set in the process. In the title
match, they dropped a hard
fought match to Toledo's No.l
team 1-6,64,7-6.

Morin was nonetheless pleased
with their showing. "I thought
that our doubles play last year
hurt us in some cases, but with
what I've seen so far this year, I
think we're much improved in
that area," Morin said. "Also, we
had only been hitting for one
week prior to this tournament.

Polonia, Bichette sign
contract pay increases
Salary arbitration hearings are scheduled for
Feb. 1-21, and the vast majority of players will
agree to contracts prior to hearings.
Three free agents also agreed to minor league
contracts and were invited to spring training: infielder Wally Backman with Atlanta, pitcher Jimmy Jones with the Montreal Expos and pitcher
Jerry Don Gleaton with the Florida Marlins.
Backman, 33, batted .271 in 42 games with the
Philadelphia Phillies last year. He hit .345 as a
pinch hitter, going 10 for 29 with six RBIs.
Jones became a free agent in December when
the Houston Astros declined to offer a 1993 contract to avoid salary arbitration. The 28-year-old
right-hander was 10-6 with a 4.07 ERA last season,
mostly as a starting pitcher.

by Ronald Blum
AP sports writer

NEW YORK - Luis Polonia, Mike Stanton and
Dante Bichette agreed to one-year contracts Monday for big raises, leaving 94 players left in salary
arbitration.
Polonia and the California Angels agreed to
$2,475,000, a raise of $825,000. It was at the midpoint between the $2.9 million the outfielder had
asked for and the $2.05 million the Angels had offered.
Stanton and the Atlanta Braves agreed to
$850,000, a raise of $585,000. The left-handed reliever had asked for $1.05 million and the Braves
had offered $700,000.

Gleaton, a 35-year-old left-hander, was 1-0 with a
Bichette and the Colorado Rockies agreed to 4.26 ERA in 23 relief appearances for the Pitts$725,000, a raise of $495,000. It was at the midpoint burgh Pirates last year. Before 1992, Gleaton had
between the $850,000 asked for by the 29-year-old spent his entire career in the American League,
appearing in 307 games.
outfielder and the $600,000 offered by the team.

Bol's wife hits jackpot
The Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA - The wife of
Philadelphia 76ers center Manute Bol won $486,000 playing a
high-tech slot machine called
"High Rollers" at the Trump Taj
Mahal in Atlantic City, N.J., on
Sunday, a team spokeswoman
said today.
Atong Bol won $456,000 and a
new Mercedes-Benz, which was

machines at eight casinos are
linked electronically.
Bol's agent, Frank Catapano,
said the 7-foot-7 native of the Sudan and his wife have regularly
contributed "sizable portions" of
his salary to his homeland for
famine relief.
"Knowing Manute and his wife,
Mrs. Bol, whose husband will
earn $1.65 million this season it wouldn't surprise me if a good
with the 76ers, will be paid off bit of (the winnings) is earover a 20-year period. "High Rol- marked for a similar purpose,"
lers" is a game in which 33 slot he said.
declined, giving her an additional
$30,000, said Jody Silverman of
the 76ers.
Casino officials confirmed
there was a jackpot winner Sunday but said the winner requested anonymity.
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Tuffy Does It Right!
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Columbia Court Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments

The Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS - The obsession with sports statistics,
trends and players that once
fed Art Schlichter's gambling
addiction now is focused on his
new job as a radio talk-show
host.
The former Ohio State quarterback, once suspended by the
NFL for gambling, has a drivetime weekday slot on Cincinnati station WSAI.
"I hate to say (the gambling)
elevated my knowledge of
sports, but it really did,"
Schlichter told The Indianapolis News.
"When you gamble on sports,
you pay attention to it. And that
gets you to a point where, even
if you're not gambling on it,
you still read the paper and
dissect it the same way," he
said.
Schlichter, released by the
Indianapolis Colts in 1985,
started at the station after his
retirement last summer from
the Cincinnati team in the
Arena Football League. Within
days after his first show, the
station moved him to the 3 to 6
p.m. slot because of the audience's strong response.
The phone lines light up the
moment he sits down behind

his microphone, and listeners
want to talk about such topics
as the University of Cincinnati
basketball, the Bengals' draft,
the Reds' latest moves or the
Marge Schott controversy.
"The format is subtle," said
Schlichter, whose approach is
in sharp contrast to the more
combative style used by commentators at the crosstown
WLW station. "We're not trying
to make people mad."
WSAI recently began a special Sunday morning show for
Schlichter, which airs from a
Cincinnati restaurant. Nearly
150 people packed the place for
his first program.
"Folks call in, give their
opinion and I give mine," he
said. "Or we'll have guests
from around the country, people like (boxer) Michael Dokes
... (Penn State football coach)
Joe Paterno ... (Ohio State football coach) John Cooper."
Schlichter hit bottom with
his gambling habit in 1983 and
was suspended from the NFL
by then-commissioner Pete
Rozelle. After a year of treatment and counseling, Schlichter rejoined the Colts In 1984
but failed to develop as hoped
when the club made him a 1982
first-round pick.
Schlichter, who blew most of
his Colts contract on six-figure

gambling losses, still visits
weekly with a specialist in
compulsive gambling.
"People will call in and we'll
talk about the (gambling)
lines," said Schlichter. "It's
kind of a running joke. People
say they'll just pick the opposite of what I like."
A show hosted by former
Reds manager Pete Rose, who
was banned from baseball because of a similar gambling
addiction, follows Schlichter's
program on WSAI from 6 to 8
p.m. The station bills Schlichter and Rose as "the daily
double."
Rose usually does his syndicated program from his business or home in Florida Hut to
help promote WSAI's move to
all sports last year, Rose returned to Cincinnati for a few
days. Schlichter spent about
three hours talking on the air
with baseball's career hits
leader, including a discussion
of their gambling problems.
Schlichter, 32, hopes someday to carve out a big-time position in broadcasting. He said
he and his wife, Mitzl, a native
of Carmel, Ind., wouldn't mind
returning to the Indianapolis
area with their daughter.

Capriati, Fernandez get
trounced in Australia
by Paul Alexander
AP sports writer

MELBOURNE, Australia - Jennifer Capriati and Mary Joe
Fernandez, the last remaining
American women In the Australian Open, learned the same painful lesson today.
The seventh-seeded Capriati
led by a break in each set of her
quarterfinal match against No. 2
Steffi Graf of Germany, only to
lose 7-5,6-2. No. 5 Fernandez suffered the same fate in falling to
No. 4 Arantxa Sanchez Vicario of
Spain 7-5,6-4.
That set up one semifinal
match Thursday between Graf
and Sanchez Vicario. The other
pairing was decided in later
matches.
The men are a day behind the
women, and in Wednesday's
quarterfinals. No. 1 Jim Courier
plays No. 7 Petr Korda, No. 2 Stefan Edberg faces unseeded
Christian Bergstrom, No. 3 Pete
Sampras meets unseeded Brett
Steven and No. 11 Guy Forget
takes on No. 14 Michael Stich.
The Capriati-Graf confrontation, a rematch of the gold-medal
match that the American
16-year -old won last year at the
Barcelona Olympics, was the feature of the day with two of the
game's hardest hitters. Capriati
appeared to wear down as she
was forced to run from corner to
corner.

"That was pretty hard," she
said. "The only time I've ever hit
that hard was against Monica
(Seles) two years ago at the U.S.
Open. It was real intense."
Capriati came out strong,
breaking serve in the first game.
But Graf cheered by an entire
section of German fans rebounded to even the score at 2-2 when
Capriati hit four balls into the
net.
The set appeared to be heading
for a tiebreaker with Capriati
serving at 5-6 when Graf elevated her play a notch. She
stroked a forehand crosscourt
service return for a winner, then
uncharacteristically charged the
net three times, winning each
point.
Capriati, showing the comeback ability she demonstrated so
well in her last three matches,
broke Graf to go ahead 2-1 in the
second set, but the German ran
off the next five games to finish
off the match.
"I think it was a really good
match, especially in the first
set," Graf said. "There weren't
really many mistakes. It was
very close. We both went for our
shots. The way she is going for
her shots, the way she's improved, she's tough.
"I kept her running around.
She was very tired by the beginning of the second set. It was just

If you don't like the taste of
your water there's only one
thing to do, Try Ours...

FREE

5 GALLONS OF
FRESH
DRINKING WATER

Located in ilia front of the OLE Butcher Shop
(Next to PafUai'a Pilia A Kerinahaua Furniture)

BRING THIS COUPON AND YOUR OWN CLEAN CONTAINER T(
Mon.-Fri. 8 - 6,

The OLE BUTCHER SHOP s... 8 - s,
Sun. 11-4
And Receive 5 Free Tokena For 5-Free Calloni Of Water.
(Diapeneer In Parking Lot)

impossible for her to keep hitting
like that constantly."
Capriati had 41 forced errors
to Graf's 17, revealing the pressure that Graf kept her under.
Capriati, who was virtually in
tears after her loss here last
year, was much brighter this
time, calling it her New Year's
resolution.
"I was just really down last
year," Capriati said. "I'm very
happy with my game and how I
have played for the last three
weeks. This year, I thought to
myself from the beginning, if you
lose it's OK. Don't get upset. Just
keep working hard. She played
great. She had an answer for everything."
Fernandez, failing to reach at
least the semifinals here for the
first time In three years, was
plagued by mistakes in a baseline
battle. She double-faulted at
break point twice and committed
54 unforced errors, winning only
two points while getting broken
on her last two service games.
"I had my chances, but made
too many unforced errors at the
wrong time," Ferandez said.
Sanchez said her aggression
had given her the edge over Fernandez.
"She's a tough opponent and
solid on the baseline, so you have
to go for it when you get the opportunity," the Spaniard said.

I OLE Butcher Shop
I

989 S. Main St., B.G.

354-1410

I Hrt: Mon.-Fri. 8 AM ■ 6 PM
Sal. 8 AM • S PM, Sun. 11 AM - 4 PM

FREE
l-DOZEN
EGGS
With Any
Purchase
Of *10°°
Or More
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•OSEAThis is your lasl chance to sign up tor the
OSEA professional Make-It Take-It Workshoppresented by Carson Deliosa Don't miss this
opportunity to learn about the i ,000 ideas that
can enhance your Future classroom.
Date:Feb 13. lM3 9-3p.m.
Fee: J10 Contact Suzie at 353-1640 to reserve
your spot

CAMPUS EVENTS
"• Women In Communications "'
Thursday. Jan. 28.730 - 101 BA
Topic: Career Issues
"AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION"
FORMAL MEETING TONIGHT
7 30PM BA 101
"AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION"
"SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVISM"
Inlo. nighl Inr Student Environmental Coalition
(SEAC)
GET INVOLVED IN THE FIGHT FOR JUSTICE!
Wed .Jan.27.8p.m.
2nd Floor Loungo Kreischer Compton Hall

Congratulations
to Nikki Ford
on becoming the new
Assistant Treasurer of
Kappa Delta.

The BG News

•OSEAMembership Drive
Jan. 25 28, 9 3p m.. 1st floor ol the Education
Building. Pick up applications, info, order rurv
draising items, and a Make-It Take-It registralion lorm
ALL THE NEWS THAT'S FIT TO READ
BOWLING GREEN RADIO NEWS
meeting: Mon.. Feb. 1st
where: 203 West hall
when: 9p.m.
ALL MAJORS WELCOMEI
get involved in news, sales, pri
ALL THE NEWS THAT S FIT TO READ

Aro you an artist' We need t-shirt designs for
Earth Day soon! If interested, please contact
Deo at 2 1409 or Andrea at 353-4274.
ASM
Joint mooting with Accounting Club
Tonight. January 27!h
7:30pm. Community Suite
2nd floor ol Union
Hope to See You Therei

ATTENTION! ALL STUDENTS REQUIRED
TO TAKE ELE. ED. METHODS COURSES
(EDCI 350, 351, 352, 353, 355. 356) MUST
APPLY FOR METHODS THE SEMESETER
BEFORE ENROLLMENT! DEADLINE lo apply tor Fall 1993 EM. Ed. Methods: Tuesday,
February, 2, 5:00 pm. Application forms
available In 529 Education.
BIATHLON TRAINING PROGRAM - Gel in
shape tor BGSU Biathlon and Spring Breaki
Info mlg Mon. Feb » 5p.m. Rec Center
CIRCLE K
Information Night
Tonight
309Moseley
9.00pm
All are welcome!
"Bring a friend"
CKI-CKI-CKI-CKI
CIRCLE K
Information Night
Tonight
9:00p.m.
309Moseley
Come see what the world's largest
co-ed, service
organization is all about)
CKI-CKI-CKI-CKI

I2th ANNUAL CElEBwATK A!

I RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW
DON'T WAIT TIL IT'S TOO LATE!
[IV^BAHIA MAR HOTEL * CONDOS •
• PADRE SOUTH CONDOS •
• SHERATON HOTEL * CONDOS• Gulf VIEW CONDOS •
• LANDFALL TOWER CONDOS
• HOLIDAY INN
■S**t««9HH

4m

VOYAGER • DESERT INNINN
- THE TEXAN • THE REEEj
• RAMADA. INN

CRIMINAL JUSTtCE ORGAMZATtON
Meets Tonight'
Speakers: Sludeni Intern Panel
Anyone's Welcomel
307 Manna 9 00pm.
CJO-CJO-CJO-CJO

Losl: Gold Rope Chain
Lost on Jan. 20 m or around BA Bldg or parking
lot behind Music Bldg. Has sentimental value
Please call 372-4695 anytime.

Od you know thai BG University YMCA helps
with many service projects through its Hand-inHand Program? Come and see what we're all
about oven/Tiies at 9 pm in 105BA.

SERVICES OFFERED

You are invited to attend a bnel memonal
service on Sunday. Jan. 3i.ai5 30PMm
the Halstead Gallena. Room 12.
Applied Human t co'ogy Building.
A posthumous Bachelor ol Arts in
Communication degree will be awarded
Arranged by the College of Arts 4 Sciences
GAY/IESBIAN and CATHOLIC?
Support Group Forming
Contact Steve at St Thomas More
Parish. 352 7555

SKI STEAMBOAT COLORADO!
JB-—>. • OVERLOOK
LODGE
KLODGEJ- —»%
*"^ SHADOW RUN
IN CONDOS- JT /fW

PORI ROYAL OCEAN
RESORI CONDOS
S.ndl-eWi

f/3Z

HILTON HEAD ISLAND
RESORT CONDOS•

LAUUEHUAU BEACH HOTtH

#*
SKI VA1L/6EAVTR CREEK
BEAVER CREEK WEST CONDOS •
•BielfafeM

*ur

PERSONALS

rmmft*. itUMfn. MMIMW r

ATTENTION SPRING BREAKER3III PARTY
LIKE GODS!!! Panama City $139. Key West
$269 Quality accommodations. FREE DRINK
PARTIESI Call Jo* Endless Summer
1-000-234-7007

GREEKS* CLUBS
$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member ot your If at.
sorority, team, club, etc. pitches
In just ore hour and your group
can raise $1.000 m just a lew
daysl Plus a chance to earn
$1,000 lor yourself!
No cost No Obligation
1-800-932-0528, ext 6*.

Before things get too busy with classes, enjoy
karaoke and mocktails FREEICampus Expressions brings Karaoke back by popular demand. Jan. 20 in the Bowl 'n Greenery.

THE

BEST SPRING BREAK DEAL IN
B.G.!
Go to Panama City Beach FL
A lull 7 nights, all rooms oceanfront
Only $109. transportation available $90
Call Luke or Scott at 353 9313

O.S.E.A."O.S.E.A.
Membership drive is going on NOW" Come fill
out an application to become a member. Orders will also be taken for various items such
as sweatshirts, tote bags and bumper stickers.
Our table is located on the first floor ol Educ
Bldg. unMThurs.. i/28at4pm

"'Awesome Spnng Breaks* Bahamas Cruise
Includes Meals $279. Panama City Room with
Kitchen $119. Key West $249. Daytona (Kitch
ens) $149, Cancun $459. Jamaica $479'
1 800 670 6386.

OPERATION M.O RE
Minorities On the Road to Employment
Wed , Feb 3, 1993
6 30-830p m Lenhart Grand Ballroom

"AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATIONFORMAL MEETING TONIGHT
7 I30PM BA 101
"AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION"

Open ID all majors Freshman through Graduate Students
Full time positions, Co-ops, and Internships
available
Don't miss out"
PHI BETA LAMBDA
Professional Co-ed Business Fraternity
Into night Thursday, January 28
BAnSat 7:30 p.m.
All Majors Welcome
Free pizza and door pnzes
Let's Get Down to Business
PHI BETA LAMBDA
Philosophy Club
We will be having our first meeong of the semester Wed , Jan. 27 at 6:30 in 306 University Everybody is welcome-hope to see you
therei Thmk about itl

CONGRATULATIONS MOCK TRIAL TEAM
1 SI PLACE. UNDEFEATED. WIN:
DEBRA MARSHALL
DARIUS KANDAWALLA
•RENEEFORESMAN
RORI SINKS
•JEFF YEAGER
ANGIEMERRITT
(* - Outstanding Witness)

continued on p.10

BG NEW8
Help!! The News needs copy
editors
for
Monday
ond
Thursday nights. IP interested,
stop bu 210 West Hall ond Till
out on opplicotion.

College of Business Administration
Bowling Green State University
cKffl.ttHll.MffiI«ra«TO.M^

ARE YOU A:

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
Representatives of several agencies will be at
Si Thomas More on Wednesday, Jan. 27 at
8:00p.m. Please meet in the Fireside Lounge,
425 Thurstin St. {352-7555).

LOST & FOUND
'LOST*
A maroon cross pencil (mechanical) was lost in
the 2nd Itoor BA. lounge last week. Very senumental and I am offering a reward if found.
Please can Cindy at 352-2995.

MAJOR?
* EDUCATION
* PSYCHOLOGY
* SOCIAL WORK
* BUSINESS
%
* JOURNALISM
*IPCO
* PUBLIC RELATIONS
* OTHER

THEN

1 IS FOR YOU!
SI u din Is Togitbir Educating Pius

STEP 1 is a peer education team. Members are trained to inform
the BGSU community about chemical health.

NEWLOVE RENTALS?

>■

Many choices: houses, duplexes,
apartments.
Pets welcomed in some locations
No parental guarantees
No application fee needed
Full time maintenance
9 and 12 month leases available
Family run and operated

CAMPUS EXPRESSIONS! This Thursday
Check it out.

For information call 372-2488 or
stop by 369 BA.

Entertainment by BobVandergrilt

Why Rent From

Cempua Eipraaalona and Karaoke! Th*
Bowl n Greenery. 9:00 P.M. until UdrUghl
Thursday. January 20,1993 Ha FREE!

Do you know what you're doing
after graduation? Consider the
BGSU MBA program.

Honors Student Association
Tonight at 9 pm
Darrow Main Lobby in Kreischer Quad

THE BLOOOMOBILE IS COMING!
THE BLOOOMOBILE IS COMING!
FEB. 8-12 AT THE N. E. COMMONS
10:30 AM -4:30 PM
FOR A PRIORITY APPOINTMENT
CALL 352-4575

Billiards • Bowling - Electronic Dirts!
UAO Gemee Tournament
Fab. 3-10. Only $2 par p*rsonl
Sign up NOW In the UAO oftlc*. 330 Union,
or the Buckeye Room. Don't mlee the fun'

It's not just for
business majors

Special Meeting

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS DIRECTORY
SUPPLEMENTS for the Spring Semester are
available to be picked up in Room 405 Student
Services while supplies last.

BGSU Sailing Club
Information Night
Union. Tafi Room. 9 PM
Thurs., January 28th
No exp necessary
Newcomers welcome.

Master of Business Administration

CINIPM SPUING BUM JSi INfOHU 'ION AND «H»VA RONS

1-800-321-5911
m'

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Yes, we've moved againti
Meetings are now in
"115 EDUCATION **
See you Wednesday at 9 30

welcome

Kappa PM
A Chrlalian women's service organization
Come join us
Open meetings Jan. 24 & Jan. 31 - 9p.m.
University Lutheran Chapel-ecroes from
Rodgers. Call 372-1948 tor more Into.
Kappa Phi

BG PRO Heeling
guest speaker
Joseph Fredenckson
Marketing Director
The Toledo Bled*
January 20.1993
105 South 7 30pm
Dress Professionally

AS

OONTMTSSm!
372-2*51

JAPANESE CLUB
Welcome back Club membersi And welcome
new members as well' We will be having our
first Spring semester meeting on Wednesday.
Jan 27 at 8 30 pm in the new Japanese
Room on the 11 th Floor of OMenhauer West
The topic is internships and/or becoming a
University student m Japan, So, anyone who is
interested in working for a Japanese company
for a semester or a year, studying abroad in
Japan, or just interested in learning more about
these opportunities is encouraged to come
There will also be guest speakers telling about
their first-hand experiences. ?'s can Chris at
372-5665
Hope to see you therei

Benefit Concert: Tortilla Diablo
The Marvelous Cricket Troup. Th* Kind
at Howard's Thursday. 10pm-2wn. $2.00.

MEMBERSHIP DRIVE RUNNING JAN. 20 - 27
IN BA BUILDING LOOK FOR OUR TABLE BY
THE AMA BULLETIN BOARD

Always wondered about Co-op?
Near) • Sum mar Job?
Freshmen. Sophomores A Juniors
who are NEW K) Co-op:
Jan. 29th, 1007 BA Bkfo, 4:30 pm
COOP KICK-OFF

u rmmnK io« aslSM it»v HOT Ma NKMI

CALL TODAY

AS-

'Needed for '93-94 academic yes/:*
1 -2 fe. or couple to share 2 bdrm., 2 btrtrrn. apt
Own rm.. own bath, on-site laundry. A/C, pool,
shuttle to/from campus daily Call Krysse
352-5463, leave message

Pregnant? Need support?
We can help FREE and confidential services
Pregnancy tests, counseling and support
groups BG Pregnancy Center 354-4673

It's cold outside
so warm your mside
WSA (World Student Association) presents
Coffee Hours. 2.30-4:30 pm every Thursday on
the 11th Floor. OHenhauer West. Everyone is

■AMA-AMERICAN MARKETING
SOC.-AMA-

-AMA'AMERICAN MARKETING
SOC.-AMA*

FACULTY
Leaving for the summer?
Entrust your home
to recently mamed BGSU alumm
Call Jim Tinker at 354-4557
for -nors information

Frienda ol VeeU Mentler

REACH OUT
'movie nighl*
Topic: Local Homelessnesa
tree plzu*
Wed. 9 pm in 1010 BA
New members welcome!

I0IIRWAY INN
• THE REEF •
-S«nd1nl»1iti-,^_

page 9

NEWLOVE
Kvitlnls
328 S. MAIN
OUR ONLY
OFFICE
352-5620

e.#

APPLY NOW FOR STEP1
MEMBERSHIP, 1993-94.
APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE NOW
IN 310 Student Services
DEADLINE TO APPLY IS
February 5 @ 5:00 pm

YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE AT BGSU!

-imi-imi-imi-i.nnmi-i.T

The BG News
continued from p. 9

FREE —FREE —FREE
WFALGivaaYou
SPRING BREAK
Al
Daytona Baachl
Coma lo Wan Hall
Wad.. Jan. 27rh. I0am-2pm
and
Thufi.. Jan. 28m, 10am-2pm
to register to WINIII
SPRING BREAK IN DAYTONA
and
ROCK SOLID
WFAL

Campus Tour Guide
Poalllone Open!
Applications ara available ai
110 McFal Center and are due
Wednesday. Fsoruary 2. Audi Ions
•■beheld February 6-12.
JOIN THE FUN!
CO-OP STUDENTS:
Now lilh. lima loupdeleyoor flail
Bring In a naw raauma
and a NEW copy of your
unotflclal tranacripl
(free al your eollaga office)
Summar fobs ara HE RE!
Ouaationa? 2-24S1

LADIES-tooklng for Ihet epeclal VALENTINE?
Find your computer perl act match I
Write lo "BO Love Connection". University
Hall. Bo< 79 tor details. Confidentiality assured
- pseudonyms or first names OK. Results by
Feb. 141
LEAOERSMP CONFERENCE
LaUkJXRKw? CONFERENCE
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

Friends of Vesta Mentlor

Coma TRI 10 Bl - BIATHLON TRAINING
PROGRAM: kilo Mlg. Mon. Fab. 8. 5p.m. Rac
Caniar
CS end MIS Melons
Don't forget I ha Employar Fair
on Thuraday, January 21,1993
In I ha Grand Ballroom
from 630 p.m. until 9:00 p.m.

You are invited lo anend a brief
mamonal service on Sun., Jan. 31,
at 5:30 PM in the Halslead Gallana.
Room 12, Apoitod Human Ecology Bldg.
A posthumous Bachelor ol Arts m
Communication degree will be awarded.

February 12-13
Applications now available
42S Student Services
Don'l Miss Out
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

Arranged by the College of Arts and SclFull Neopan Fu|l Neopan Fuji Neopan
400-36 Exp. Available at Ben Franklin
154 S. Main 352-6219
Loweu price m town. Same day B.W processing available.

II you hava ouaationa,
can tha Co-op Office at 372-2451.
DIBenedetto'a has your
Super Bowl Parly Suba 1 Plzzaa
352-4663. We Deliver!
Don't stay home for Spring break!
Join UAO In PANAMA CITY BEACH Kerch
16-261 Coete era from 1205 with Hotel and
transportation! Sign up thru Friday In the
Union Foyer. DONT MISS OUT!

GREAT WINTER SPECIALS AT CAMPUS
POLLYEYES
While pizza • pan crust with garlic buttsr instead ol pizza sause, 7~ meatball sub, choice
ol seafood salad or chicken salad & soup or
large soup with garlic bread. AD al a great
priced
Campus Pollyeyea * 440 E. Court

Have you checked Pauper's Books for class
books? Large selection ot literature, young
adult, popular non-fiction. Generous discounts
on new books 206 N Main. 352-2163.
Hey Juniors:
Do you excel in leadership, scholarship and
service? Mortar Board may be just what you
are looking fort Applications avsHsbis In 425
Sudani ServioM. Deadline Feb. 5,5pjn.

ICENTER FOR CHOICE

• Abortion through
17 weeks
• Morning after
treatment

PROUD TO
BE PRO-CHOICE

KARAOKEICAMPUS EXPRESSIONS.
Thursday, January 28, 1993. Bowl 'n
Greenery. Nina o'clock until Majraoht

Interested In knowing what your cholesterol
level means, or learning about low fas. fun
snacks?
FelOStallelheanawer!
Location: BG Student Health Service
Jan. 26th, 5:00 pm
FB0 25th. 5 00 pm
April 8th. 5 00 pm
Sponsored by: the WELLness Center 6
Studeni Health Services
rrsFREEi
Karaoke
Campus E xpressions
The Bowl n Greenery
This Thursday I
9 00 P.M. - Midnight

16 N Huron
Toledo, Oh. 43604
Phone
(419) 255-7769 or
1-800 -5 89-6005

Make a tape ol you singing your favorite song
for only $1,001 Campus Expressions brings
you karaoke on January 28th. Come and join
US in the Bowl n Greenery from 9:00 until midniQhtl Admission is FREE.
MEN-LOOKING FOR A SPECIAL VALENTINE?
Find your computer-perfect match! Write to
"BO Love Connection", University Hall, box
79 for details. Confidentielity assured • pseudonyms or first names OK. Results by Fab. 141
Need a bresk from studying? Why not come to
CAMPUS EXPRESSIONS! This Thursday
from 9:00 P.M. until MKlnight in the Unon
PI SIGMA EPSILON
Nat'l. Coed Sales a Marketing Fraternity
Orientation Night
Tonight Wed., January 27
9PM-100BA
FREE FOOD - SUB NIGHT
All msfora welcome!
Join us now, work tor us letert
RELATIONSHIP GROUPIII
Did you grow up in an alcoholic substance
abusing home? Are you eipenenang problems in a current relationship due to someone
else's alcohol or other drug use. II this sounds
like you, a support group is now forming to enhance communication in relationships around
these issues. Please call Sheila or Eton at
372-2130 for information. Deadline 2/5/93

Resume Service
Special Student Package
in depth interview today, typeset
resume with computer disk tomorrow
124.95
Satisfaction Guaranteed
372-1846
Save BIG on Spring Break Wl
JamaicaCancun from $449-Florida from $139
Organize group travel FREE I
Call SUN SPLASH TOURS 1 -800-428-7710

Take a
'peek at what's
in store for you
Elementary
Education Majors
A MAKE-IT and TAKE-IT workshop
Sponsored by OSEA and presented by
CARSON-DELLOSA.
Attend this one
day event and youll leave with

over 1000 ideas for your
future classroom.

Date: Feb. 13, 1993 9-3 pm
Location: Bowling Green High School
Fee: $10.00

SEE IT AND UNDERSTAND

Spnng Break!!! Daycna Beachlll
Ocean Front Hotels: Quad Occupancy:
Seven Full Nights: Vip Discount
ID card. Round trip Charier Bus
from $199 SO per person in Room Only
available from $109.SO per person
Limned Availability MM
1-800-881-beach

SPRING BREAK S3
Party with the Bos I1
S. Padre Island from $99
Cancun Mexico from $424
Bahamas/Cruise from $289
Join over 1 mill on parsers!
Call Student Express Vacations
1-800-TOURUSA

SUPER BOWL SPECIALS
Any 3 Large 11tem Pizzas for $14.99
NOLIMITI
Additional Pizzas $5 00 each
Additional ltoms$1.00 each
PISANELLO'S,
BOWLING
GREEN-352-S166
Good at Weston Bradnar A

nuu i minium

THE AKJS OWLT IS COM NO TO CAMPUSI
Be a volunteer!
Help Is needed ai the areas of quilt set up and
breakdown, sales and nformaOon, reading of
names, quilt monitor, and volunteer support.
Applications are available in 425 Student Servtoet snd are due Fnday, January 29.
The Leeblan snd Gay Information Line is
now open 7-10p.m. Mon., Wed., and Fn. Operators can help with referrals to Lesbian and
Gay services as well as give information about
rna Lesbian and Gay community. Information
concerning me Leeblan and Gay Alienee can
also be obtained 382-8242 (LAOA|

KAPPA SIGMA FRATERNITY
SPRING 1993 OFFICERS
Grand Matter
j^nj^OffiTOJfeMrl
Grand Procurator
. J^jfj&i Cheslock
Grand Master of Ceremti»>^::|J!i^ih<; Bpttger
Grand Scribe
Grand Treasurer
Assistant Treasurers

ii ? $^ Vvjtson
\k gfin A*b#irelli
%.J;;|";:;TOi^Kiliean# Steve Mclaughlin

Alumni Cha\mSi,.'J;^0l^'!;!^^[^^M'
Guards
John SaWCM, BriaA:'Hogan
:;::. Chris .Giiyem
Historian
Ho>AM Manager*
, (on Albarelli
ITCRaps.
Community SertSee Chair "jf
Pledge EducatoiiS

,#'

'^s Rjtt'toja

g

Rush Chairman §Mlf) q^SgfHMy
Rush Chairman jgiift.'^./"''"..^ris Grayem jjj:
Brian <^ambers$
KiKheng^rds '"Si;:;....

Jeff Trainer, NngPawtod^/
Steve GajKit^i! BotiiQftjey

THE QUEENS OF MGM. NORUA SHEARER
AND JOAN CRAWFORD, IATTLE FOR THE
LOVE OF THE SAME MAN-SHEARERS
HUSBAND-IN GEORGE CUKOR'S BITCHY
COMEDY THE WOMEN, THIS SATURDAY
AT SPM IN THE OtSH FILM THEATER. ADMISSION IS FREE. SPONSORED BY THE
UAO CAMPUS FILMS COMMITTEE.
The Wizard of AIOS
Is an ACS prevention
message presented with
humor snd compassion
(As produced by Healthworks Theatre)
Sponsored by UAO

January 27,1993

Volunteers are needed to help with the NAMES
Project AIDS Memonal Quit Display Applications are available in 425 Student Services and
are due Friday, January 29.

Fitness Specialist. Pan Time 2-3 days/week
Working with children end aerobics experience
preferred Call Holiday Park Fitness Club st
874-8442

ZBT

Jr. or Sr. Human Resource Mgmt. major
needed for part-time Spring/futl-bme Summer
employment. For more info, call the Co-op Office at 172-2451

Congratulations 10 Chad Van Dusen on his recent lavaltering to Jennifer Michel.

WANTED
1-2 female roommates for Spr. Sam. Nonsmoker. Upstairs apt. in house. Inquiries call
352-9575 svenings.
2 fe. rmtes. desperately needed. '93-94 year.
Cose to campus. Fum . dishwsh . $150 .
elec. Call Tiffany 2-4883 or Amber 2-4888
Housemate wanted. Non-smoker. Own room.
$150 pkra utluias Lance 855-3084
I'm searching for 3 roommates to share an
apartment In Fall ol '93. Mutt be responsible,
academically serious, and financially secure.
Please call 352-2559 between 9-5 and ask for
Martha.
Male indent needed to fill apartment.
Available now. Own bedroom.

352-7365 or 353-0325.

Great House
1 block from campus.
Six lemalet needed
for Fall 1083.
Call 353-3538
Houses A apis for 93-94 schoofyear.
12 mo. leases only starting in May.
Sieve Smith: 352-8917.

Residential Assistants needed for fut-time,
pan-time, and substitute positions working in e
residential setting Vsried available shifts Include 6 30 9a m . 2 30 10 30p m .
1030p-m.-9a.rn. Mon Fn . Day A evening
shifts on weekends A holidays. Benefits w/ full
time positions A some part rime posi Dons Salary range it $8 to $12.70 per hour. Appacationa
need to be completed (resumes not accepted)
at Wood Lane Residential Services 11160 Eesl
Gypsy Lane Rd., BG (al Northeast Comer or
Wood Lane Industries Bldg.) E.O.E.

SUMMER COUNSELORS ATHLETIC EXPE
P.IENCE
Outstanding New York Stale COED Children's
Resident Camp two hours from New York City
Boauntul lacilmes
914-693-3037 - Camp Kermybrook, 19
Southway. Hansdakt. New York 10530

Houses a Apartments. Close to campus.
For summer 1993 A 1003-04 school year.
Call 1-267-3341.
Houses for Rent
12 mo. leases • May or Aug.
Tenant pays utilities • 1 mo. dep
730 Elm, 2 bdrm., $360/May
734 Elm., 4 bdrm., 2 Bath. $700/Aug.
217 S. College, 3 bdrm.. $S50/Aug.
233 W. Merry, 4 bdrm., with toft, $860/Aug.
128 Manville. 5 bdrm., 2 bath, $750/Aug
Call after 5pm ONLY 352-2330 or 354-2854.
Houses or apts. tor rent tor 93-94 school year.
1 or 2 Wcks. from campus A dose to downtown. Parking avail. 354-1790.
Houses, 1 a2bdrm.apts.
9 month, year and summer leases.

Summer job at Put In Bay women's apparel
shop. Housing available. Contact Anita Brown,
evenings. 1 -626-667$.

Male tubleaear needed nowl
$150/mo. pros ubi. Furn Own room
372-5720 or 352-0870.

Roommate wanted. $140/month. Low undoes.
Call 353-22i8enerSpm.
Sublessor needed immediately lo share an
apartment very dose to campus. Cheep rent.
Pftvata bathrooms. Parking. Can 353 7110,

HELPWANTED

352 7454

Treasurer wanted lor campus organization
(Volunteers in Progress) Call 352-3020.

Imagine you and 5 friends in 1 house.
1 1/2bdrm, kitchen, bam. LR up. 2 bdrm. bath,
kitchen. LR down 354-7257. leave message.

FOR SALE

John New love Real Estate
319 E Wooste-Sl
(across from Taco Bell)

1084 Chevy Celebrity Eurosport. Auto, 2.8 liter
VS. PS, PB, Hit, air, JVC stereo $1550. Ask for
Jim 372-1251

Summer A Fall Rentals
Over 500 units with super locations.

BcJIe Ski Goggles $75.
Nintendo a 7 cartridges, $175.
Matthew. 372-1063.

$200-$800 WEEKLY.
Assemble products at home. Easy I No selling.
You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed FREE In
tormarjon-24 Hour Hotline 801 -379-2900. Copynght«OH029450.
250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed!
Private, coed summer camp in Pocono Mtna.,
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan. Box 234BG.
KenHworth, NJ 07033 (908) 276-0998.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
- fisheries. Earn $600./week in canneries
or $4.000 ./month on fishing boats
Free transportation I Room & Board!
Over 8.000 openings Male or Female.
For employment program call 1 -206-545-4155
ext.A5S44.
Attention Business Students and
Entrepreneurs. TASP" International is
now hiring highly motivated students
to fit SUMMER MANAGEMENT positions.
Earn $7,000 • $8,000 while gaining
internship credit and business knowledge.
Positions are open across Ohio,
particularly in Flndlay, Toledo, Lime,
Canton, Mansfield, $ Sll Cleveland eubur
Positions are filing quickly.
For more information call 1-800-543-3792.
Attention Business students snd entrepreneur
student works painting it currently hiring selfmotivated students to fill summer mngmL posi
tioni. Work in home town this summer while
earning $6,000-8,000 and gaining business
knowledge. Contact Paul Evans for more info.
(614)538-7665.
Avon, the world's leading beauty company
would Ilka to give you $35 00 worth of Avon Dp
telling products FREE. For mlormation on how
to receive these free products call 823-1712,
Judy.
BE ON TV. many needed for commercial!
Now hiring al apes. For casting info, cal (615)
779-7111 Ext T 883
Bookkeeper needed. Knickerbocker Building
Services. Cal 352-5822.
Camp Counselors Warned:
Magnificent coed weight loss.
AH sports, crafts, sewing, ceramics,
computers. WSIs, theatre, piano, dance.
aerobics, weight training, nflery,
backpacking, kitchen, office.
Camp Shane, Femoaie. NY 12734.
212-877-4644.

Call 354-2260.
Male student needed to fill spartment.
Available now. Own bedroom.

Cancun. $429. Daytona $149; Panama City.
$110. Spring Break trip* gong fast. Call Joe for
resv 353 2228
CHEAP!FBI/US SEIZED
80 MERCEDES
$200
86 VW
$50
87 MERCEDES
$100
65MUSTANG
$50
Choose from thousands starling $50
FREE lnformaton-24 Hour Hotline
801 -379-2929 Copyright *OH029410

352-7365 or 353-0325.
Now leasing 1.2. A 3 bedroom apartments and
houses tor Fall -93. Yet, we do alow pstsl
354 8800

R.E. Managernent
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"
113 Railroad St.
(next to Kinko's)

Help" My Christmas bills have come in.
Buy my ImageWriter II color pnnter.
Only $250.00. Call Scon 372-6783.

352-9302
Slop in tor a com pi ete
Summer A Fall Homing List!

Large king-tizewatrbed.
Wavelets $200

Sublease 1/2 apt. ASAP.
5th St. Own Room 110. Free heat.
513-435-0137.

Call 354-4407, Tom.
'84 Jeep Wagoneer 4WD, air, AM/FM can.
pb.pt. Very clean and runt great! $3695.
686-5105

Sublessor needed for spacious, unfurnished.
one bedroom apartment. $250/mo. available
immediately 353 3222 leave message.
Walk to campus Rooms m Victorian House.
Separate enL, Kit, TV room, utas. Inc. Priv.
parking avail. Summ., Fall, Spring. 352-5817.

FOR RENT
i bedroom house and 1 bedroom apartment.
126 S. Summit for Summer 1993 and 93-94
schoofyear. 1-267-3341
i.2.or 3 bedroom units. 1093-94 school year.
Year or nine month lease. Close to campus.
Phone 352-5111.
850 Scott Hamilton
Modem furnished, 2 bdrm. apt tor 4 people
max. 2 blocks from campus. Laundry tacii
A/C. Water and aewer indud. No pets. 2
reserved parking placet. 9 mo. lease, $650 per
mo., 12 mo. Ieate-$S95 per month. Available
May 93 287 3233 or 287-4255 afler 6pm

The STUDENT ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION
COALITION will hoet an information night
Wednesday, January 27 at 8 00p.m. m the
second floor lounge, Compton Hal, Kreischer
Quad. S.EA.C. It a grassroots organization
actively working for social and environmental
justics.
Everyone Is encouraged to anend.

Toledo
Medical
Services, Ind

APARTMENTS
801 THIRD
Grade 12 month lease
704FFTH
9 mo., 12 mo., A summer leases
710 SEVENTH

Reproductive Health Care
for Women

i2momhl.
352-3445

CS and MIS aludenta from the Cleveland
ana — atop by the Co-op Program In 238
Administration Bunding or call 372-2481 to
check on eummer poertlone in Cleveland'.
Cincinnati company eeeklng MIS or CS coope from the Cincinnati area Call 372-2451
or atop by the Co-op Program In 231 Admlnkttratlon Bldg.
Customer Sales/Service
$8 251) start
Work FT or PT 10-40 hrsA*. Flex, schedule
around classes Stan at entry level w/ career
advancement available. No door to door or
telemerkeong. No sxp. needed. CoJIeoe scholarships awarded Interview al main office and
work locally. Application into -410-321-S36S.
Earn $10 per hour in your spare time working
on campus. Contact Paul Evans (814)
538-7865.
EARN $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes st home.
Send long SASE to:
Country Living Shoppers, Dept U1,
P.O.Box 1770, Denhem Springs,
70727-1779

Abortion to 17 Weeks

Cany Rentals 352 7365
Apts. 2,3,4 students
Houses 8.7,8.9 students
6 bdrm. apts - 6 students
Rental office located 316 E. Merry S3
All near campus.

24 HR. PHONE SERVICE

Free Pregnancy Tests
Special Student Rates

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 THIRD ST.
NOW RENTING FOR 1993-94. 2-BR A 1BR
UNITS. WELL-MAINTAINED. FULLY FURNISHED SCHOOL YEAR AND 12 MO.
LEASES REASONABLE RATES. ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED ACT EARLY. PHONE
3524966

All Services Strictly Confidential

quanums
ailable

■*•»•»« tkam
50 gallon aquarium $39.99
A 10 gallon aquarium $6.99
A Discount prices on all accessories

A Feeder

LA

PERRYSBURG
AQUARIUM
420 Louisiana Avc.
(419)-874-«504

EASY ASSEMBLY any hours, $339.84 weak,
family of 3 earns $4417.02 monthly. FREE Informations Hour Hotline. 801-379-2900 Copynght8OHO20452.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 and 12 Month Leases Available
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

tin.
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|0ver 140 Tanks Of Fishll
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5164 Monroe SL,
Toledo, Ohio
1-800-367-2036
885-5700
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TAKE
It's March and you've made it
through the first two-thirds of a grueling school year - cranking out papers,
cramming for exams, trying to digest
hundreds of pages of psych or econ or
marketing so you can make something resembling an insightful comment at your 8 a.m. class - and the
strain is starting to take its toll.
You need a break.
Unfortunately, with all the reading
and writing and cramming and testing, you haven't had a whole lot of
time to plan what you're going to do
when you finally get a break from the
grind.
That's where the Spring Break
Guide comes into play.
In the pages that follow, you'll find
the kind of information you need to
make the most of your Spring Break:
places to go; things to do; bargains on
accommodations, transportation, entertainment, vacation supplies everything you need to have the kind
of vacation you've been pining for
since the first day of classes.
A lot of you are probably saying,
"Nice idea, but how am I supposed to
afford a vacation when I can barely
keep myself in macaroni and cheese

A BREAK

and quarters for the laundromat?"
Well, that's the other great thing
about the Spring Break Guide. It
gives you all the options, presenting a
variety of travel alternatives that can
fit within the budget you've set for
yourself. So if you're headed to Florida the Guide has options for ways
that you can make the most out of
your break without going broke in the
process.
The reason a lot of vacations don't
turn out the way a person dreamed is
poor planning. It costs more than you
thought, the place you've gone doesn't
have the right atmosphere or enough
to do, or you just didn't consider all
the alternatives.
We give you the alternatives. In the
Guide, you'll find activities, points of
interest, concerts, parties and a whole
lot more.
Let's say you want to get right
where the action is, partying continuously with a few thousand of your
closest friends on Daytona Beach.
That's a good starting point, but it
doesn't mean you have to make a
blind leap and assume that good karma is going to take care of it from
there. Even the legendary party spots

have their hidden treasures - things
that the average tourist may not know
about, but sure wish they had when
they heard about them later.
On the flip side, let's say you want
some quiet time... a few lazy days in
the sun without the social grind getting in the way. Some people might
find a quiet beach on the Gulf Coast a
little more to their liking. The Guide
can help you find the spot that's right
for you and that let's you have the
kind of fun you need to get you over
the hump and get back to school refreshed and ready for the rest of the
year.
That's the goal of the Guide: to
present all of the choices from reckless abandon to rest and reflection. It's
all out there, and we want to help you
find it.
The Spring Break Guide wants to
make the cumbersome details of planning a trip easier to handle by giving
you the inside information.
We also have bargains to spare on
everything from air fare to beachwear
to accomodations
So take a look inside and use the
Guide to make your dream vacation a
sunny reality.

The sun worshiping. The primitive dances. The mating
rituals. The primal screams. Only one beach can hold this
much culture on its 23-mile sandy stretch. This Spring
Break, head for Daytona F3each. For more information, call
1-500-864-1234 for your free Spring Break Planning Kit.
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DAYTON A BEACH
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SPRING BREAK 93
The SPRING BREAK CAPITOL of
The World Party-Play-Tan-Fun!!!
•10 MINUTE WALK TO SEABREEZE
ENTERTAINMENT AREA
DANCE CLUBS & BARS
•POOL BAR & RESTAURANT
•POOL PARTIES
•ROOMS, EFF. TWO BEDROOM
APTS & PENTHOUSES
•BALCONIES
•INDOOR HEATED POOL
•OCEANFRONT POOL
•COLOR CABLE T.V.
•ON SITE LAUNDRY

E at MINIMUM RATES

' ©cean Sands

PUT YOUR BOOKS AWAYCOME TO THE BEACH!!!
starting at

HOT E L
1024 N. Atlantic Ave. • Daytona Beach, FL • 90V255-1131

$65

1-800-543-2923

Stay Right On The Ocean!f
Within walking distance of Daytona's
best night spots and activities!

ESIgESfl

Affordable Rates

1254 N. Atlantic Ave.
Daytona Beach. FL 32118
Call (904)253-5643

WELCOM

DRIFTWOOD
BEACH MOTEL

SPRING BREAI<ERS

Cove Motel Oceanfront

657 South Atlantic Avenue
Ormond Beach, FL 32176

I.'"(, N. Atlantic Avenue
Daytona Beach, Florida 32118
•Walking Distance To Boardwalk
•Volleyball on the Beach
•Sound System Music by the Pool

' Rifihl on thi 'Worlds Moil Famous Broth'

(904)677-1331

RI.M.KN \ll<)\ l-SIM)-S2S-.*2.-<l

DAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK '93
UP TO 50% OFF
for early bookings!
Spring Break Activities Include: Daily Pool Parties!
Rockin' DJ'i! Volleyball Tournaments!
Activities Galore! Hot Contests! Prizes and morel
HOTTI

THE

Di.ttiy mm it*

OMM

The Reef is located directly on The World's
Most Famous Beach & Within Walking distance
to Daytona's Hottest Nightclubsl
Featuring:
240 rooms! 2 large pools! Poolsid© bar!
2 Volleyball courts! Pinerta and Restaurant!
Game Room) Free Parking!
For

Reservations or More Information, call:

1-800 874-0136 US/Canada

935 S. Atlantic Avenue » Daytona Beach. FL 32118

King's &oui fWotel
1014 North Atlantic Avenue
Daytona Beach. Florida

DAYTONA BEACH
A(XOMODAnONS
Daytona Beach, the Spring Break capital
There's no disputing the fact —
Daytona Beach is the Spring Break
Capital! And Spring Break 1993
promises to be one of the best events
ever.
With more beach (23 miles of it),
more activities (200 corporate sponsors) and more people (up to
400,000 each year ), Daytona Beach
is the place to be!
Some of the highlights of Spring
Break 1993 will include:

•Product expos & giveaways

SpringFest '93, from March 10 -13
and March 15-17 which includes
games, giveaways, and entertainment
can be found on the beach from the
Holiday Inn Boardwalk to the
Thunderbird Motel from 11 a.m. - 5
p.m.
Then, the MarketSource Spring
Break Beach Club, March 12-21,
features entertainment, car displays,
car wash, computer games,
•MTV/Much Music
volleyball competition, prizes, free
Coverage of Spring Break — The food and beverages, on the beach
music television stations from both just south of the Main Street Pier,
Canada and the United States are from 11 a.m. - 4 p.m. daily.
scheduled to cover the event this
year. MTVs dates are March 10-17,
with preliminary plans to bring the •Student perks
Nightclubs, hotel pool decks,
network's popular comedy, rock and
restaurants,
shops and attractions all
rap shows to the beach, in addition
to special Spring Break segments. have specials for students during
MuchMusic, Canada's 24-Hour Spring Break.
Music Station, will broadcast live for
48 hours February 20-21. The •And More
And of course, the most important
broadcast will feature a combination
of pool and beach games and live aspect of any Spring Break — plenty
concerts featuring Kim Mitchell. All of sun!
activities will be broadcast live via
satellite back to Canada.
For more information on what
Spring Break 1993 has to offer,
contact DESTINATION DAY•Sporting events
Activities like parasail rides, TONA!, the Convention and Visitors
Daytona Beach Spring Break Base- Bureau for the Daytona Beach
ball Jamboree, Playboy/Schick 3-on- Resort Area, P.O. Box 910, Daytona
3 Basketball and even the World's Beach, FL 32115 , (800) 854-1234
Largest Twister game!
or (904) 255-0415.

OCEAN FRONT

Single • 2 People
Double or Efficiency • 4 People
2 Room Suite • 6 People
Directly on the "WorU'e Matt ramoua
Beach" and the beautiful Atlantic Ocean.

Jfl

fiPun! fiPun!
Plenty of Pool Deck Action
Prizes • Contests
D.J. -PoolBar

Thunderbird Beach Motel

CHECKERS CAFE

500 N. Atlantic Ave., Daytona Beach, FL

"A TOUCH OF LUXURY
AT A SENSIBLE PRICE

•On the Ocean
-Near restaurants and clubs
•Seal) Posturepedic beds -Walk to Ocean Center
extra long doubles and kings •Cable TV - HBO
Pfcone (904) 253-2562
FAX (904) 2JS-367*

"Pool •Guest laundry
•Thick, fluffy towels
•Non-unoking rooms

1-800-234-6543

SPECIAL RATES
1-4 From

$88
1 Block from Boardwalk • MTV - Bandshell

THE DAYTONA INNS
219 S ATLANTIC AVE • DAYTONA BEACH. FL 32118

O^
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• DIRECTLY ON THE OCEAN •
"Your home away form home"

INN
1903 South Atlantic Avenue
Daytona Beach'Florida 32118

1-904-253-4556
For Reservations Call

1-800-881-8085
•Affordable Spring Break Rates
•All Major Night Clubs Nearby
•Clean Rooms and Efficiencies
•All with Color Cable TV and Phone
•Swimming Pool, Laundry and Game Room
Right on "The World's Most Famous Beach' The Daylona Beach area offers many fun and exerting
activities Fishing, golf, tennis. Jai Alai. dog track and the famous Daytona International Speedway arc just
a few Many Central Florida Attractions are within easy reach.

Reservations. Dial Toll Free

Directly on 'The World's Most Famous Beech'
•Motel Rooms and Apartments

American
favorites

•Heated Pool • Color TV -Air Conditioning
•60 Foot Water Slide -Reasonable Rates
•Major Credit Cards Accepted
832 North Atlantic Ave. • Daytona Baach. FL 32118

1(904) 252-2555

The terms pick & roll, hitting the
open man, running the floor, and
crashing the boards take on a whole
new meaning at the Annual
Playboy/Schick Spring Break 3 on 3
Basketball Tournament on March 812, 15-19, 22-26, 1993. The
tournament will take place on the
Ora Street Lot, south of the Holiday
Inn Boardwalk.
Registration begins at 10 a.m., with
tournament play from 11 a.m. - 5
p.m. Meet Playboy Playmates
throughout the event.
Free t-shirts will be given to all
entrants, with prizes at each round.
The winning team each week will
receive $3,000.

Scut ccScoU
MOTEL"

On the beach - Pool
1 block north
of Seabreeze
726 N. Atlantic Ave.
Daytona Beach 32118

904*252*8412
Directly on the World's
Most Famous Beach

'amaican

BEACH MOTEL

MARCH 8th ■ MARCH 30th
<~7 CUP TO 4 PER ROOM
^ m ^M R—arvalloni ft. Dapoait Raquiiad
SOS South Atlantic Aye. IA1AI Ormond Baach. Florida 3217*

1 •800«336'3353/1 '904'677«33B3

For Special Treatment Tell Them You Saw It In
The Coca-Cola Spring Break Guide
OCEAN FRONT

fiPun! Punl
NIGHTLIFE

Direct Oceanfronl
Heart of the Beach

BEACH MOTEL
357 S. Atlantic Avenue. Daytona Beach. FL 32118

"Whi re ii nil started ■
where it's nil happening"
KiichcncllCN • I \
•I JlgC I'
•P.M.I 11.11

• KM.HII. HI

Phone 1-904-253-0571
SPECIAL LOW STUDENT RATES!!

CENTER OF SEABREEZE
ENTERTAINMENT AREA
SPECIAL RATES
1- 4 FROM $76
CALL EARLY
,,^4 *>JL/rV LIMITED AVAILABILITY

i&?

DIRECTLY ON THE OCEANFKOrtT
ANFRONT

'
60 FOOT WATERSLIDE
TWO HEATED OUTDOOR POOLS
NEAR MTV HEADQUARTERS.
CANADAS MUCHMUSIC AND POPULAR
SPRING BREAK NIGHT CLUBS

THE DAYTONA INNS
730 N ATLANTIC AVE- DAYTONA BEACH. FL 32118

©cean C)?ilk<zMotel

828 N. ATLANTIC AVE.

15% DISCOUNT
WITH THIS AD IF
BOOKED BY 2 1 93

800-225-3691

$225p

FHOM<

3/8/93 - 4/19/93
BASED ON FOUR PERSONS
DAYTONA BCH. FL 32118

Rates As $CQ95'|
Low As %J*J

OCEAN
I IN IN

1-4 persons
• Covered Parking • Beach Volleyball |
• Suites • Efficiencies
• Color Cable TV • Guest Laundry
• Pool Bar • Game Room
• Heated Pool & Hot Tub
• Kitchenettes • Air Conditioning
'Call early for availability

r
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Less Than 2 Minute Walk To MTV Events
On the famous Daytona Beach at the pier and boardwalk.
2 blocks from Ocean Center and only 10 minutes from Daytona
International Speedway.

1-800-338-6440
101 S. Ocean Avenue • Daytona Beach, FL • (904) 238-6440

"Directly On The World's Most Famous Beach
Molel rooms and efficiencies ... connected if desired.
Air-conditioned, cable TV. gas grills, electric kitchens, laundry
| facilities, large heated pool and patio facing the ocean. A few steps '
to Boardwalk, Fishing Pier, Restaurants and Night Life.
In the Heart of Everything

BREAKERS BEACH MOTEL<
N

ii (Vein Vvcntic* Dujluiu H..1.I1. II

THE SURFVIEW

Catalina Motel

Motel & Apartments
£«M

•7^

401 South Atlantic Avonue **&*.
Daytona Beach, Florida
*W*

904-253-1626
Ocean front rooma. apartments,
efficiencies sleeping up to nine parsons

WITHIN FIVE BLOCKS OF
ALL MAJOR NIGHT CLUBS
Pool & OcHfifronl Pool B«l • C«ble TV
• Air Conditioning • Phone In Each Room

CHECK OUR LOW RATES

I-SIH1-44I-S45*' or 1-904-252-086.1

41 Luxury Units • Oceanfront
•Two Room Apartments
•Efficiency Apartments 'Motel Rooms
Color TV - Phone - Air conditioned
Pool - BBQ Grill - Shuffleboard
1400 N. Atlantic Avenue - Daytona Beach, Ha.
1-904-255-4588
For Reservations Only

Econo Lodge
DCAPU
CDHMT
BEACH FRONT

«aW

We Cater To Spring Breakers!
We Have The World's
Largest Outdoor
Swimming Pool.

*Live Entertainment
Daily On Pool Deck
♦Olympic Size Pool
*Pool Bar *Restaurant
*Go Down Under To The
Famous Hole Lounge

*78

Okay, It's The Ocean.

00*

1-4 person
301 S. Atlantic Ave., Daytona Beach FL
Heart Of Daylona-Walk To Everything
'Subject to availability

I-800 76LODGE

Look for "Freebies" during Expos
DAYTONA BEACH, FL. —
Corporate America will be targeting
students with expos, giveaways and
exhibits during Spring Break '93.
More than 200 companies come to
Daytona Beach during the month of
March to spotlight their new
products for students, sponsor
contests, and give out samples.
Look for several "expos" — virtual
mazes where students can walk from
booth or tent to tent in search of
samples and goodies by the bagful.
Be on the lookout for:
1) Join in the fun at the first Spring
Break Big Beach Party, a variety of
sports events, games, displays and
music, from the Main Street Pier
north to Bandshell, which makes its
debut March 1 through April 11.
2) SpringFest '93. from March 10 13 and March IS -17. Games,
giveaways, and entertainment can be
found on the beach from the Holiday

Inn Boardwalk to the Thunderbird
Motel from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
3) March 12-21 — MarketSource
Spring Break Beach Club features
entertainment, car displays, car
wash, computer games, volleyball
competition, prizes, free food and
beverages, on the beach just south of
the Main Street Pier, from 11 a.m. - 4
p.m. daily.
On March 18, have your picture
snapped at the Annual "Largest
Class" Picture, on the beach, east of
Whitehall Inn. In the past, as many
as 1,500 students have been a part of
the event. Names of the participating students are collected at the
shoot, and each receives a postcard
of the photo.
The Ocean Center, across from the
Daytona Beach Marriott on A1A,
will hold the Soundcrafters Spring
Break Nationals Car Audio Exhibit
March 27-28.

•Oceanfront Pool
•Reasonable Prices
•Outside Deck

■■urnmt •

•Seaside Lounge
• Game Room
•Restaurant
•Rated Excellent for
Spring Break

W"4^ -

On the Beach
1615 S. Atlantic Ave.
Quality Daytona Beach, FL 32118
Inn

1-800-8744975

MffiSM^

Daytona Beach Volleyball Action
Perfect your volleyball skills on the sands of Daytona Beach during
Spring Break '93. Below are volleyball activities at various locations on
the beach from February through April.
February 15 - April 11 — Volleyball tournaments, on beach in front of Howard
Johnson Hotel
March 8 -12,15-19,22-26 — Spring Break Lagerfeld Volleyball Tournament, on the
beach, east of Ora lot beachside. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
S1,000 weekly grand prize
March 8,15,22 — Ninth Annual Spring Break Beach Volleyball Tournament.
(NASBBVT) Whitehall Inn
March 9,16,23 — NASBBVT. International Inn
March 10,17,24 — NASBBVT, Ocean Deck
March 11,18,25 — NASBBVT. Texan Motel
March 12,19,26 — NASBBVT. Howard Johnson Hotel

SI45.IMI
Family Owned • Owners on Premises
■Pool • Walking Distance lo Restaurants
•Giftshops • Game Rooms
1-800-767-9738 • 1-904-767-2821

UHkAIVI INN
CABANA MOTEL
Oceanfront

816 N. Atlantic Avenue • Daytona Beach • Florida 32118

Twister in Daytona Beach
Meet your fellow college students
at the Giant "Twister" Contests on
March 12, 19, 26, 1993 during
Spring Break 1993 in Daytona

In the Nite Club Action Zone
Why Pay More For Less!!

March 20, 1993
Daytona Beach
to the ice for
League activity
23 at 7:30 p.m.

1 Block From Boardwalk & Pier • Near Ocean Center
Singles • Doubles • Triples • Efficiencies
Beautiful Pool & Deck Areas • Shuffleboard
A/C • Color/Cable TV • Phones •Major Credit Cards Accepted
"Walking distance to Daytona World Famous Nite Clubs'

at 7:30 p.m., and the
SunDevils will take
Sunshine Hockey
on March 21, 22, &

Barbara & Brett Lingenfeller 45 S. Ocean Avenue (904) 253-1673

•"".""•

FEATURES:
•Indoor ft Outdoor Poolt

^ct
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Newly Remodeled

•PonUidc tali•Exercise room
■Game room
•Oceanfront room*
and efficiencies

•^--iirr-rttr-zs:

N THE OCEAN

FOR SPRING BREAK

1398 N.Atlantic Avenue
Daytona Beach, Florida 32118
Toll Free - 1-800-245-6099
(904)258-1016
One of Day tana's Newest
Oceanfront Hotels

See Poge / 3

Vincetbf OK lie Hkttd't Wait 'Pamoui "ScacA

"THE WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS BEACH"

Resort Hotel

Spring Break Beefy-T's

ScittaAute 'SeacA 'Tttotel

COME TO DAYTONA BEACH £P

Ttbpical Winds

Official Coco-Colo

All Rates Based On Up to 4 People

No Adults Over 23 Allowed At Tim Time
Refrigerators & Microwaves In All
Motel Rooms ft 1 Room Efficiencies
Healed Pool • Basketball • Barbeque Pit
TOLL FREE 1<800*327*1481

Beach.
Be part of the World's Largest
TwisterGame. Contests will be held
on the beach.

Attend a wrestling match and
a hockey game might break out
During March, the Ocean Center in
Daytona Beach will offer activities
in two sports that can be very
different by nature and similar in
results. The World Wrestling
Federation will present matches on

Classic
Beachwear

o\\\l k MANAGED AND OPER \!l I)
•Video Game Room
•Efficiencies
•King Size Bed
•Private Balconies
•Color Cable TV
•Laundry Room
•24 Hour Desk Service
•Direct Dial Phones
•Game Room
•Golf & Tennis Privileges
•Convenient to Florida
Attractions.
•Large Swimming Pool
•Jacuzzi with Sunning Area

I

I

SPRING 13REAK '93 Silver Sands
PAYTONA 3EACH
Inn
"BEST RATES"
Oceanfront • Heated Pool
Centrally Located
Wear Major Break Activities

J

i

1-904-677-8060
LL

1-800-854-9198
2119 S. Atlantic Ave. Daytona Beach Shores, Fla, 32118

707 South Atlantic Ave.
Ormond Beach, Florida

,
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MTV heats up
Spring Break '93
For the 8th straight year, MTV is
heading south to Daytona Beach,
Florida to cover all the action and
excitement of "Spring Break '93".
This years coverage will feature
over 40 hours of hot musical
performances, original programming, and special "Spring Break"
editions of MTV's most popular
shows. It all takes place at the
Daytona Beach Marriott and at
locations throughout Daytona Beach
from Wednesday, March 10th
through Wednesday, March 17th.
All the action will air exclusively on
MTV during "Spring Break"
weekend, Friday, March 19th
through Sunday, March 21st.
Highlights of this year's MTV
Spring Break activities include:

MTV DAYTONA BEACH JAMS:
Daytona Beach heats up during this
three-part concert series featuring
some of today's hottest musical acts
performing your favorite Pop,
Dance and Alternative music, live
on the MTV Stage.
BEAUTY AND THE BEACH:
Spring Breakers compete for the
reigning King and Queen of
Daytona Beach in the ultimate
Spring Break beauty and talent
contest.
SPRING BREAK DATING
GAME:
MTV will search the globe on
college campuses to line up
contestants to tell all, in a
competition for the ultimate Spring
Break '93" enchanted date.
( III I.I.IN WITH THE WIEZ:
MTV'S own Pauly Shore will
return to host his half hour
talk/variety show.
Throughout "Spring Break '93",
MTV will also produce special
editions of popular regularly
scheduled shows for Daytona Spring
Breakers to enjoy. Don't miss
"Spring Break '93" editions of MTV
SPORTS with Dan Cortese, TOP 20
COUNTDOWN, LIP SERVICE,
HEAD-BANGER'S BALL, and
more.
Be a part of all the wild excitement
of MTV's "Spring Break '93!" In
addition, don't forget to watch it all
exclusively on MTV, March 19th
through 21st.

Intply a tropical paradise Discount Rates also. Just

BEACH HAVEN /A/A/
2115 S. Atlantic Ave. • Daytona Beach, FL 32118
1-904-252-6651 • For reservations 1-800-292-6651
Truly your "Home away from Home', Where you're called by your first name.
Color Cable TV • Laundry • Shopping And More • Mastercard >Viaa • Aaws • Discover

DAYTONA'S
HOTTEST LOCATION
WALK THE SHORTEST DISTANCE IN ANY DIRECTION TO
NIGHT CLUBS, DECK PARTIES, M.T.V. & BREAK EVENTS
-DIRECTLY ON THE WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS BEACH-

PARTY

100% STUDENTS ONLY I

•REDECOTATED
•REFRIGERATORS

-HEATED POOL
-FREE H.B.O.

ALL DAY - ALL NIGHT
CALL FOR FREE BROCHURE
AND RESERVATIONS

Sd3idvnoav3H iams-i »vaaa ONiads

800-535-3601 85&A

ESQUIRE BEACH MOTELMBklOkm

DAYTONA BEACH
SPRING
BREAK
"93"
The Girls Are "
oo*_
Per week

starting at

International
Inn <»" the beacti
jt73 South Atlantic Avanuo
Daytona Beach. Florida 32118

"A Spring Break Tradition!'
-Daily Oceanside Pool Parties -Daily Drink Specials
-Famous Tiki Bar -Efficiencies Available
For Reservations & Information:

CALL NOW! CALL NOW! CALL NOW!

PARADISE INN
DAYTONA BEACH
333 South Atlantic Avenue
Daytona Beach, Florida 32118

-CONTINUOUS FILMING DAILYWhere Everyday Is A Holiday And
Every Night Is A Celebration
The #1 PARTY DESTINATION

tservm

ne

88

Texan
Hotel
#7*1 SOUTH

"ftnUM! OnK Tn* Praposn* Night Club"

•Hottest Pool Deck Party On The Beach
with Live Bands, Giveaways & Contests Daily
•FREE Hot Breakfast Daily
•Direct Oceanfront Highrise Hotel

-All 3 hotels located 3 blks. S. of Boardwalk
-Daily Contests & Giveaways
-Continuous filming as seen on MTV
-Parasailing/Bungee Jumping/Jet Ski
*Per person, based on quad occupancy, plus tax.
Transportation not included, limited availability.

CALL NOW!!

Bffm

Jfnraal
*Located directly on
the "Worlds Most
Famous Beach"
*383 Large, spacious rooms
♦Volleyball Courts
*Pool Bar
*Two Oceanfront Pools
♦Kitchenettes Refrigerator, stove, sink,
dishes, silverware & toaster
-Available for $10.00
additional per night
*Up to four persons
per room
♦Drive the "World's Most
Famous Beach"

* M PAYT0NABEACH
Thef ^Kof a Lifetime 119.93*
Break away! Breakout!
Big Beach-Big Fun- BIG VALUE!
Quality Oceanfront Resorts
Beachcomer
Oceanfront kin

Mayan Inn
newly renovated

2000 N.Atlantic Ave.

103 S. Ocean Ave.

1-800-874-7420

THE BEACH RESORT

OceantfEleV&i

2700 N. Adantic Ave. • Daytona Beach, FL 32118

Call Today While Rooms Are Still Available

I -800-874-74I0

RESORTS, INC

•per person, pef night, based on 4 per room, limited ovottabillty a! Ihis rale

PER ROOM
(Rates are for up to
4 adults per room)

Adv<

iservatioofRequired

1-800-822-7707
Comfort
Inn

OCEANFRi
3135 South Atlantic A>^nue
Daytona Beach, Florida

904-767-8533
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NOTHING
BEATS THREE
ON
THE BEACH!

DAYTONA BEACH
j<vmvt\

' f*UW\1

• Close to Boardwalk Pier
• DJ & Activities Poolside
• Volleyball, Bike & Jet Ski
Rentals on the Beach
• Beachside's Largest
Shopping Center
Across Street
• Trolly & Bus
Service to
Local Night Clubs
ASK FOR OPERATOR 393

800-874-6996

Surfside'fasorts
HOWARD JOHNSON OCEANFRONT
LA PL AY A BEST WESTERN RESORT
SEAGARDEN INN
2500 N. ATLANTIC AVE. • DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32118 • 904-672-0990

"In the heart of Daytona Beach - Directly on the Ocean'
900 N. Atlantic Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL

Official Beachwear Of
Spring Break 1993
The Coca-Cola Spring Break "T"

A great price on a
great shirt! Tax, title,
dealer prep and destination
charge included.

Hane's Beefy "T"»100% Cotton
When you call please be prepared with...
•School Name.
•Your Name, Address & Phone Number.
•Visa or Mastercard Number &_ Expiration Date.
•Size ( S-M-LOCL ) and quantity needed.
XXL available for $1.00 extra.
Sorry, NO Discover or American Express
PHONE LINES
OPEN 6:00PM
WEDNESDAY
JANUARY 27TH
PHONE LINES
CLOSE WITH THE
LAST CALL
FEBRUARY 10TH
Order early to wear
for Spring Break '93

1-800484-8144 code 6200
1-800-484-80SI code 0725
M.<n. - Til

°pm ' In.

■

. s |

ORDER
4 SHIRTS

$

,„ 56°°
AND SAVE

Ultimate road show in Daytona Beach
VIP Club Cards key to inside track on games, prizes and entertainment
The ultimate college road trip has
its own calling card and interactive
club.
The "Coca-Cola Road Show" is
the new, multi-event party
headquarters awaiting the hundreds
of thousands of students who will
decend on Daytona Beach this
March for the annual Spring Break
migration.
The Coca-Cola Road Show will
be March 8-27 along The Park, just
outside the "campus crossroads" for
most of the spring break college
crowd, the Daytona Beach Marriott.
The complex will feature music,
including live entertainment,
interactive video and sports games,
lots of prizes, refreshments and
special store items available only
from Coca-Cola.
Most of the action is free, but the
real passport to seaside excitement
and adventure lies with the
Coca-Cola Club Card, a VIP
credential which gives students the
inside track on winning beach gear,
premium concert seating, extra
discounts on merchandise, and
special spring break deals on food
and Coca-Cola at participating
restaurants and food stores all up and
down the Daytona Beach strip.
Anyone can win a Coca-Cola

Club Card. There are tens of
thousands of memberships for which
to play. And any time, day or
evening, the Club Card could be the
ticket for unannounced prizes, or
first crack at special admittance to
beachside events, including MTV
Spring Break, which will set up shop
right next to the Coca-Cola Road
Show, March 10-17.
Finding the Coca-Cola Road
Show won't be hard. Look for two
mammoth Coca-Cola bottles or the
goliath scoreboard towering over the
huge beachfront entertainment
center.
The high-tech scoreboard keeps
track of the different participatory
sports, video game contests and
music-and trivia quizzes that
anybody can play to win a
Coca-Cola Club Card. For instance,
beach-goers throughout the day will
be able to win Club Cards through
some unusual baseball, basketball,
football, hockey and soccer games
that are part of the overall show.
Coca-Cola is the official soft drink
of Major League Baseball, the NBA,
the NFL, the NHL, and World Cup
Soccer.
Along with the Coca-Cola Club
Card, visitors can win special
Coca-Cola Spring Break prizes

including baseball caps, beach
towels, T-shirts, squeeze bottles, flip
flops and coolers, and also enter to
take home grand prize Jet Skis.
Special four-day passes to Walt
Disney World, near Orlando,
Florida, are among the special
awards awaiting certain lucky
Cardholders.
"Spring Break '93 can be the
exclusive domain of Coca-Cola
Club Card-holders," said Pierre
Ferrari, senior vice president,
Coca-Cola USA. "This is among the
most exciting times in the lives of
young adults - the time to be
physically and mentally refreshed
from school rigors, to meet new
people, to enjoy the beach, and to
have some fun and excitement.
We're out to make sure students take
home great memories."
MTV, the national TV host of
Spring Break, is also a major player
in Coca-Cola Spring Break '93, and
Coca-Cola will sponsor at least one
of the special MTV telecasts
originating from Daytona. The
Coca-Cola Road Show and MTV
Stage are prime spots to come across
some of the vee-jays and entertainers
who have revolutionized the
Daytona Beach springtime scene.
The first sign for many that they're
in Coca-Cola Club territory will be

esses

SPRING BREAK
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Daytona Beach, Florida
•Visit the Coca-Cola Road Show
on the Beach next to the bandshell for sports, fun, games and
T-shirts
•Pick up your Spring Break
Commemorative Cans of CocaCola classic in participating
hotel lobbies.
•Look for special Spring Break
32 oz.Coca-Cola cups at
participating fountain
outlets to take back to school.
•Get your Coca-Cola Card at the
Coca-Cola Road Show for exciting prizes and premiums. The
Coca- Cola Club Card is your
passport for fun, excitement and
exclusive discounts throughout
Daytona
the free Spring Break '93
commemorative can of Coca-Cola
classic. In addition, 32-ounce
commemorative Spring Break cups
will be available at participating
fountain outlets.
Also available during the
three-week period, special
Coca-Cola Silver Dollars ('wooden
nickels'), good for free soft drinks
from participating Daytona Beach
merchants.

Surviving the elements - Spring Break style
Many vacationing students don't
realize the strong intensity of the
sun's rays in the South. Florida is
closer to the equator than many
northern states, and the ultra violet
rays are four times stronger.
This means you can tan four times
faster, or burn much more easily,
depending on your sun sense. Local
skin specialists, lifeguards, and sun
lotion manufacturers have offered
the following helpful guidelines to
follow during your first few days in
the tropical sun. This conservative
approach to suntanning will assure
that your remaining days will be as
pleasant as the first, and you'll go
back to school with the suntan you
intended.

ki

face and delicate areas where skin is
thinnest and more sun-sensitive.
Day 1 — Sun Protection Factor 15
or higher sould be used everywhere
skin is exposed, especially on the
Day 2 — Continue with the SPF you
used yesterday.
Day 3 — If you started with a Sun
Protection Facotr higher than 15,
drop down to SPF 15. If you started
with SPF 15, stay there one more
day.
Day 4 — Depending on your natural
skin tone and color of your Florida
base tan, you may move down the
SPF ladder as follows:
Very Fair - Fair:
Stay with SPF 15

Fair-Medium:
Drop down to SPF 10
Medium-Tan:
Try SPF 10 or 8
Tan-Olive Skin
Should be safe with 8 or 6
Deep Tan - Dark Skin:
Use 6 or 4 SPF
Day 5 and beyond — Follow Day
4's advice for the rest of your stay
and you should maintain a beautiful
tan with no peeling or burning.
Always keep a higher SPF number
on your face. Zinc oxide in a
rainbow of colors is a fun alternative
to white lotions or oils. Pick one or
several to match your swimsuit. For
an extra cool trip, pack your skin
protectors in your soft drink cooler

COLUMBIA HOUSE BRINGS YOU

DISCS, DISCS, DISCS, DISCS!

18 CDs FOR 1«
t\ PLUS A CHANCE TO GET ONE MORE CD-FREE!
si

I

Comp*e*e details on other side

\ DRIVE *33
!RY NOllQ BRUlHi 341
Sltt«*KRSl«rSTOH!H

Eric Clapton—Unplugged. This live
set includes the hits Tears in Heaven
and Layla' Plus 0*d Love. Hey Hey
Lonely Stranger Before You Accuse
Me etc (Repnse'Duck)
446-187
Shabba Ranks - XTia
Otis Redding—The
Dock 01 The Bay
(ATCO)
430-91

"The Bodyguard"— Original Sound- Michael Bolton —Timeless (The
track. Includes Whitney Houston s * 1 Classics) His soullul rendrtions of
nil / Win Always Love You plus Joe
Since / FeH For You. Yesterday Dnft
Cocker and Sass Jordan in Trust In
Away. To Love Somebody You Send
Me. more (Ansta)
446*159
Me more (Columbia)
445-494

Yes—Yesstory (ATCO)
44»21V396-21B
Emerson, Lake A
Palmer-The Atlantic
Years (Atlantic)
444-414/394-41_1
Steely Dan -Gok)-Grt
MiSiMCA
435-693
Steppenwotl- Bom To
Be Wild (MCA)

430-6767390-674

Kris Kross-Totally
Krossed Out (Rufthousef
. ■ ! ,
435-743
The Very Best Of The
Platters (Mercury)
430411
James Brown-CD 01
JB tPohrdorl
425-025
Rush—Moving Pictures
(Mercury!
423-798

Allman Brothers Band
-A Decade Of Hits 1969
/9(Poly )■ r;
430-439

(Warner Bios I 445-787

ISJr^L.
'
TrilHe- TIM Low Spark

Ol High MM Boys
lfc!andj_
JH1.*2«
Aretha Franklin—30
Greatest Hits (Atlantic)
J50-791/390-7O9
Van Morrison Moondanca (Warner
Jethro Tult—Aqualung

lCfnailiii

Mtur

Freddie Jackson
Alice In Cnaina-0"t
(Columbia)
445*433 Time For Love (Capitol)

MM

1993. The Columbia House Company

Electric Light Orch.ELOs Greatest Hits
UetJ
300-095
3/5-624/395-822
James Taylor's Grt.
Bed Company to
Hits
(Warnei
Bros)
Flcetwood Mac—Grl
From6lAHantic)341*313
Hits (Warnei Bros)
.291*302
375*79? The Cars Greatest Hits Best 01 The Doob.es
I ,--,
339-903
IWjmer Bros! 291*278
Journey's Greatest Hits
ICoiymbjaj
379479 The Best Ot Kansas*
tCBSAasoo
327-74? Steve Miller Band-Grt
Hits 1974-78 (Capitol)
Grand Funk Railroad
Joe Cockers Grt. Hits
Grand Funk Hits
32f>9H Eagles Grt Hits WI(Camtoll
359-626 [ASM
TS TAavfcim,
287-003
Eagles Grl Hrts. Vol. 2
Best Of The Doors (El317-766 Loggtns 6 Messina
Sjrjrj] 357-816/397-61? lAsvlum)
The
Bos!
Of
Friends
The Best Of Blondie
Rolling Stones269-605
[ChrysaiiSJ
311*611 iCojumbjaj
Rewind (Rolling Stones
Reel
3S0-736 Creedence Clearwater
Chicago 6- Greatest
lbjaJ_260-638
Revival Chronicle 20
The Police -Every
Grt Hits (Fantasy)
Breath You Take-The
Cat Stevens Grts. Hits
256*560
306-049 (AAM)
Singles
is (ASM) 346*318
Harry Chapm—The
GokJ Medel Collection

4M-M4 (Elektra)
David Bowie-Changesbowie (Rykodnc)
412*247
The Monkees Grt Hrts
(Arista.
409*203
Lynyrd Skynyrd Band—
Skynyrd s Innyrds/Their

(_,i mstipk jji.129

The Chipmunks—
Chipmunks In Low
Places (Sony Kids
MUJWJ
«W77»
John Lennon—Live In
New York City (Capitol)
342-T74

Best Of RKI
Garth Brooks Roc-n
J963:
The Wind (Liberty)
The Very Best Ot The
426*662
Everly Brothers
(YVflfTW^ Bros ) 172*81? Phil Collins —Serious
Marvin Gaya's Grt Hits Hits Live (Atlantic)
446-944
iMotown,
367-565
Joni Mitchell Court A
Peabo Bryson—Can
Soark .Asylum) 367-102
You Stop The Rain
418-723 Don McLean-—..---Graa*tatHiis Then*
iravlS Irln
Now IF Mil
"W 1*117

TH-OUB-LE

The Essential Little
Richard (Specially)

The Beac h Boys-Made
In The USA (Capitol)
J46-445

«l»*na*»l**

aj-af

IA4MJ

maa

Honeymoon In Vegas
Barbra Streisand
— Original Soundtrack
lEproSoundtrax 1444-919 Highlights From "Just
For The Record"
iCokjmbul
444-372

Al B. Sure—Sexy
Versus (Warner Bros)
Ui
446-068

Jams Joplin s Grt. Hrts
(Columbia!
231-670

Marky Mark And The
Funky Bunch—You
QoOi BaJtva
UnlflfKQoej__ _447*77J
Or. John -Goin Back
To New Orleans

Simon t Garfunkel's
Greatest Hrts
[Q0fclTls,a'
219-477

1*

in*

r Horowitz.
Piano —Discovered
Treasures (Sony
Cjass«aU___450^0?

Bob Dylan's Grt. Hits
iCojymbiai
IP "
Rod Stewart-Downtown
TiairVSelections From
StoryteSef Anthology

Red Hot Chill
Peppers -What Hits
(EMI)
148-209
Jimmy Scon-All The

The Beet Ol Southaldo

men
ai-02i tfaxi&ou
Suzy Bogguss—Voices

Eagles -Hotel California
?mv-!14a
The Doors L A Woman lAsykiml
(EleMial
340-ato Fleetwood Mac—
Rumours
(Warner
Bros t
Anthology Ol Bread
,
286-914
lEJSklbU
W7-972
Linda Ronstadt s Grt.
Motown't » •! Hits
Hill (Asylum) 286-740
From 25 Vaara
Meat loal -Bat Oul Ol
(Motown)
Hnll(Fp-r)
979.1 M
Billy Joel" —Thd
Slevkt Wonder s Orig
Sliangor (Columbial
Uusiquarlum I iTamla!
277-491
314-997/394^99
Boston iLcn.) 269-209
REO Speedwagon Mi
Peter Frampton—
InlideMvlEorc) 306-449 F tampton Comes Alive1
Jackson Browna—The lA&M) 262-311/392-316
Bruce Springsteen—
Pretender (Asylum)
2SM43 Bom To Run iCoiumbial
257-279
Best Ot c.rly Simon
(EWktral
291tM Jim Croce-Photographs
& Memories Grt Hits
Seels * Crolts' Grt.
ISajaJ
246-166
Hits (Warner Bras)
Carpenters Tim
Singles 1969-73 (ASM)
Amenca s Git Hits
Warner Bros) ZH4K Best Ol Free

George Strait—Pure Country. Pure
country indeed' Just what you would
expect from th«s tall-cool Tenan Album
includes ' Cross My Heart Overnight
Male. Headland etc (MCA) 446-753

Tanya Tucker—Can't
Run From Yoursel
Elton John—The One
UjbeilyX. _ _ 449*721
__442*772
Bob Dylan—Acoustic/
Rush—Chronicles (Mer- Temple Ol The Dog
Good As I Been To You
cury) 423.780/393*765 1MML
4«-760 iCoJumbjaj
449M54
Bachman-Turner
Guns N Roses Use
DepecheMode
Overdrive—Grt Has
Your Illusion I (Getten)
Violator (Sire/Repnse)
iMercuQ)
423-657 a__ .
44?*«7
405-123
Buddy Hotly Fiom The
Guns N Roses—Use
Quincy Jones—Back
Ongnal Master Tapes
Your Illusion II (Getten)
On The Bkxk (Qwest/
(MCA)
346*110 II
442*86 Warner Bros) 369-577
Marlah Carey— MTV
Saigon Klck-The
Alan Jackson—A Lot
E itrama—III Sides To
Unplugged
(Columbia)
Lizard (3rd Stone/
Every Story (A&M)
About Livin (Ansta)
441-790 Atlantion
441*634
447440
447-466

a»i7i

10.000 Manlece -Our
Time In Eden (Eleklra)
W-»l
Supertremp - Breakfast
In Amnr-ra (A&M)

HEM— Automatic For The
People. May be the most cohesive
and seamlessly beautiful album yet
trom R E M Dnve. Igno'e'and Nightswimming etc (Warner Bros 1446-522
Santana s Grt. Hits
(Columbia)
244-459

CLASSIC ROCK'S GREATEST HITS

Grateful Deed- SkelThe Byrds-PO Essential etons From The Closet
Warner Bros . 376-406
Tracks 1965-1990
(Cokimbia/Leqacy >
Roy Orbison— The All_42W40 Time Hits Vols 1 A 2
The Moody Blues -Grt
(CSP)
377*945
Hits (Polydor]
423-756
The Who-Who s
Eric Clapton-Tens
Better Who s Best
Pieces (Polydor) 423-467 (MCA)
376-657

The Very Best 01 The
Righteous BrothersUnchained Melody
.Vt*Yt.
423*77?
Derek 6 The Dominos
—Layla & Other
Assorted Love Songs
iPofvdor)
423-66J

Sade —LoveDeluie With beautiful
IOVO songs like Ordinary love. Kiss 01
lite Cherish The Day—As Mtle wonder
that her latest album wound up in the
Top 10' (Ep«C)
449*439

In The Wind (Liberty)
44*736
Helmet—Meantime
(tnesfaconat
449-6»6
Nina Inch Nails
Broken (Interscope)
44J-546
Marky Mart And TIM
Funky BunchMusic For The People
llnteracopel
44D-494
Diamond Rio—CrOM
To The Edge (Ansta)
44J-290
Skid Row-B Sides
Ourselves (Atlantic)
447-H7
(All.i' ti]
447^39
Greet Whita-Psycho
CjOiCajrttoi)
4474*6
Robert Cray Bend—
I Was Warned
(Mercury)
447-506

George Thorogood
And The Destroyers The BarJdesl CM The Bad
UTAiLMi,
444-Wi,
Mormon Tabernacle
Choir—God Bless
America (Sony
ir
Kathy Troccoll—Pure
Attraction (Reunion

rtMitftil

-—

425*322 LMCAj

Indiao Girls

R.tes Ol

Tori Amos—Little
Earthquakes (Atlantic)

436*352
Melissa Emertdo»
Never Enough (Island)
435*160
Michael Crawford—
Performs Andrew Lloyd
Webber (Al.tnU

43i?4fi0

Enya—Watermark
Tp,MM*)
43.1-403
Becojda
442-05J
The Cover Girls—Here CuMis Stlgers
Umass,
4»»977
Jllj_(£jKi
441-940
Prince And The New
Anne Murray—Fifteen
Power Generation—
Ol The Best (Liberty)
Oiamonds And Pearls
439*620 failey CdfhJ 427-419
Faith No More- Angei
Carreras. Domingo and
Dust (Repnse/Slash)
Pavarotti—Favorne
_439*M7 Anas (Sony Master)
425*470
The Isley Brothers
Tracks Ot Lite (Warner
Heavy D. A The Boyz
Bros!
43S.2S7 —Peaceful Journey
(MCAJ
424*4.6
AlJerreau—Heaven
And Eanh (Repose)
Tony 'TonHTonel—The
Revival (Wing) 423-616
fn

John Cougar
Meliencamp— Uh-Huh

iBrvaj

423-574

Eric Clapton-Slowhand
iPolyoor)
423-459
Grt Hits Of The
OulliWE „'V:JliJ423^Kl
Travis Trltt—It's Al
About To Change
Alan Jackson- Don i
Rock The Jukebox
[ Ansta I
420*935
Shirley Caesar -Lrve In
Chcago (Word'Epic)
Rosette—Joynde
(EMI)
419-556
Ralph Tresvant (MCA)

414*547
Dwfght Yoefcem—
:' torn MM A MM
iReprisej
414*243
Guy— The Future
IMWAJ
413-963
Teddy Pendergra—
Truly Blessed (Elektra)
413-616

The Beet Of KC * The
Sunshine Bend (Rhino)

413-Uf
Whitney Houston
I'm Your Baby Tonight
IMmi
411-710
The Boys—The Saga
Continues (Motown)
4J,9*770
Sophie B Hawktns—
fongiiM A i.ii:.
(Columbia)
436-402
Pete Rock ft C.L.
Smooth—Mecca And
The Soul Brother
{■^ftiri)
6asMy
Soul II Soul—Just
RighL Vol 3 (Virgin)
Ramonea—Mondo
Bizano (Ra*oactrve/
MCA)
447-466
Collin Rays In This
Lie lEoJti
447-266
Larry Certton—KKJ
Gloves (GRP) 445-649

MORE SELECTIONS AND COMPLETE DETAILS ON OTHER SIDE

I
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Gloria Eitelan-Greatesl Hits. Her most
recent single Always Tomorrow plus past
hrts Conga. Rhythm Is Gonna Gel You. Gel
On Your Feet many more lEpic) 44B*506

Bobby Bfown —Bobby. Tho lirst name m
rhythm' Humpm'Around Something In
Common (wtlh Whitney Houston). Good
Enough, more (MCA)
445*403

TAKE AMY 8 CDs FOR A PENNY
Bruce SpringsteenDASEFX Dead
Lucky Town (Columbia)
Senous (easlwest)
436*600
438-630
Bad Company H*JW
Redman Whuf The©
Comes Trouble (AfCO)
Album (RalChaos
446*203
Columbians
449*157
TrtW Lorrn/
Talking Heads -Popular
(EpC)
449*108 Favorites (See Warner
445441/395-648
Damn Yankees—Don i
Tread (Warner Bros)
44 5- '59

I

j»(\ew--

Tony Bennett-Pedectly
Frank (Columbia)
445-486

Genesis—We Can 1
Dance (Atlantic) 448-936

Miki Howard - Femme
Fatale (GiantReprise)
448*688
George Duke- Snapshot
(Warner Bros ) 448*670
Randy Travis—
Grealesl Hits Vol 2
(Warner Bros > 448-662
Randy Travis—
Grealesl Hrts Vol 1
(Warner Bros ) 448-654

Nirvana Nlevermmd
(DGC)
442-046
Public EnemyGreatest Misses (Del
Lionel Richie Bac- To
445-478 Front (Motown) 441*063
Brantord MarsaliS
Mary Chapln Carpenter
I Heard You Twice The
—Come On Come On
First Time (Co-umbra)
(Columbia) _ 440*560
445*460
Lyle Lovett -Joshua
•Jgry Kid Joe
Judges Ruth (MCA)
America s Least Wanted
440*479
(Mercury) [I
445-379
Wilson Phillips
Shadows And light
(SBK)
440-271
Nell Diamond Grt Hits
1966 1992 (Columba)
439-778399*774

R&kli'

Diva Lesley Garrett—
A Soprano Al The
Movies (Silver America)
448*555

En Vogue—Funky Divas
435*750
Roxette— Tounsm (EMI) (eastwesl)
448*217 The Rlppingtons—
Weekend In Monaco
Foreigner—The Very
.GRPi
445-296
Best And Beyond
(Atlantic)
447*524
INKS— Welcome To
Suzanne Vega—99 9 F Wherever You Are
445423
(A&M)
447-616 (Atlantic)
After 7 Takm' My Time
(Virgm)
446*971

Kenny Rogers 20 Grt
Hits (Reprise) 444485
Pam THUS—Homeward
Various ArtistsLooking Angel (Ansla)
446*963 Barcelona Gold (Warner
Bros)
444420
Michael W. Smith—
Megadeth- Countdown
Change Your World
(Gelfen)
446*955 To Ertinclion (Capitol)
444-489
Patty Smyth
(MCA)
44«>773 Pat Metheny—Secret
Story (Gerlen) 444-422
Stevie Ray Vaughan A
Double Trouble In
Hi-Five—Keep On Gom
The Beginning (Epic)
444*331
446-765 On (Jive)
TLC—Coooooohhh
(Laface)
434-621

Bruce Springsteen
Human Touch
(Columbia)
436*592
Disney s Country
Music For Kids (Walt
Disney Records 1444*315
Ricky Van Shelton
Greatesl Hits Plus
(Columbia l
444*067
Trisha Yearwood
Hearts In Armor (MCA
Nashvillei
444*042
Najee Just An Illusion
it Mh
442*251

Firehouse- Hold Your
Fire (Epic)
439*448
Kathleen Battle 8
Wynton Marsahs
Baroque Duet (Sony
CUSS)
439-372
Bob James 8 Earl
Klugh-Cool (Warner
Bros)
439*232
Miles Davis—Doc-Bop
(Warner Bros) 439*224
David SanbornUplront (ElektraJ438-994
The Cure—Wish
(Elektra)
438-655
Beast ie Boys—Check
Your Head (Capitol) B
438-499

Tears For Fears—Tears
Roll Down (The Hits 196?
■92)(Fontana) 436-006
Tom Cochrane—Mad
Mad World (Capitol)
435-685
Grower Washington, Jr.
—Nest Exit (Columbia)
435*396
Enya Shepherd Moons U2— Achlung Baby
(Reprise)
431*718 (Island)
431*213

'Singles"-Ong Sndtrk
(Ep»Soundtrai)43fl*604

Celine Dion
(Epic)

ZZTop— Gn Hits
(Warner Bros i 438-010

DANCE BEAT
Various Artists - East
Coasl Family Vol 1
(Motown)
444-646
Mo' Money -Ong
Sndtrk (Perspective
A&M)
443*739
TKA Greatest Hits
(Tommy Boy) 441*774
Various Artists Red
Hoi And Dance
(Columbia)
440-289
Stevie B
(Ep«)

Hewing
439-638

Wayne s World (Sndtrk ) (Repnse)
434-498
Michael Jackson
Dangerous) Epic 14 33-920
Tina Turner- Simply
The Best (Capitol)
433-342
R. Kelly & Public
Announcement Bom
Into The 90s (Jive)
433-250
Richard Man Rush
Street (Capitol) 433-110
Hammer Too Logil To
Ourl (Caprtol)
433*094
Yo-Yo Ma Bobby
McFerrin-Hush
(Sony Masl)
432430
Beauty 8 The Beast"
(Sndtrk ) (Walt Disney
Records)
432490
Tevln Campbell
T E V I N (Qwest
Warner Bros ) 431-585
Keith Sweat- Keep It
Comrn (Elektra) 431*130
Brooks & Dunn—Brand
New Man (Arista)
429469

Boomerang'' Ong
Soundtrack (LaFace)
442-335

JonSecadaiSBK)
438-184
CeCe Peniston -Finally
(A&M)
433-805

Madonna-The
Immaculate Collection
(Warner Bros Sire)
414*557

Technotronk:—Pump
New Edition -Grt Hits.
Vol t (MCA)
430-066 Up The Jam (SBK)
405-209
Donna Summer—On
The Radio (Casablanca) Janet Jackson423*830 Rhythm Nation 1814
(A&M)
388-918
Paula Abdul Spell
bound (Virgin) 420-257 Another Bad Creation
—Coolm At The
C & C Musk; Factory
Gonna Make You Sweat Playground Ya' Know'
419-903
(Columbia)
416-933 (Molown)
Jodeci Forever My
lady (MCA)
430459
Gerald Levert Private
Line (eastwesl) 430429
Kenny Loggins Leap
Ol Faith (Columbia)
430*256
PM Dawn The Utopian
Experience (Gee Street/
Island)
430*207
RebaMcEntire -For My
Broken Head (MCA)
430490
Parti Labelk* Burnm*
(MCA)
430474
Bryan Adams Waking
Up The Neighbours
(A&M)
429*779
"The Commitments" - ■
(Sndtrk) (MCA) 429*753
Motley Crue— Decade
Ol Decadence 81 91
(Eleklra)
429*316
Stevie Ray Vaughan A
Double Trouble Sky
Is Crying (Ep*c) 429*258
Bell Biv DeVoe WBBDBootcrty' (MCA) 429-217
Harry Conntck. Jr.
Blue Light Red Light
(Columbia)
429*191
Toad The Wet
Sprocket—Fear
(Columbia)
428*466
Oziy Osbourne—
No More Tears (Epic
Associated)
428*128
Spin Doctors—Pocket
Full Of Kryplonite
(Ep-CAssoc )
428482

Manah Carey-Emotions
(Columbia)
428429
Color Me Badd C M B
(GianVReprrse) 426416
Vanessa Williams
The Comlort Zone
(Wing)
426410
The Best Ol Stevie
Nicks (Modern) 425494
Amy Grant— Head In
Motion (A&M) 424457
Stino-The Soul Cages
(A&M)
424*440
Johnny Mathis—Better
Together-Grt Duets
(Columbia)
424408
"Phantom Of The
Opera" Highlights (Ong
London Cast) (Potydor)
424*333
"Saturday Night Fever'1
(Sndtrk ) (Prjlydor)
423-806/393401
Red Hot Chili Peppers
-Blood Sugar Sex
MagiK (Warner Bros iQ
428*367

Vmce Gill I Still Believe
In You (MCA)
448471

PLUS A CHANCE TO GET
ONE MORE CD-FREE! See detaHs below
Arrested Development
3 Yoars. 5 Monlhs & 2
Days (Chrysaks>436*204

Wynonna Judd
Wynonna (MCA/Curt))
435409

k.d. lang Ingenue
(Warner Bros/Sire)
435-401

Jon Bon Jovl—Blaze
Ol Gkxy (Mercury)
423*400
Bebe 4 Cece Winans
DiHerent Lifestyles
(Capiloi)
423-137
Natalie Cole
Unlorgetlable (Elektra)
422*279
Frank Sinatra—The
Cspaol Coleoioi i
Series (Capitol) 421451
EMF Scriubert D-p
(FMI)
421*487
Van Helen For Unlaw
tul Carnal Knowledge
(Warner Bros ) 420*273
Luther Vandross
Power 01 Love
(EpC)
418-848
R E M Out Ol l.me
(Warner Bros) 417423
The O'Jaya- Emotionally
Yours (EMI)
417*709
Jesus Jones Doubt
(SBK)
417491
Peter Gabriel Shaking
The Tree (Getlen)
415468
Gloria Estetan Into
The Light (Epic) 415443
Michael Borton—Time.
Love & Tenderness
(Columbia)
415-711
Paul Simon Tho
Rhythm Ol The Saints
■ Bros i 412409
L.L. CoolJ Mama
Said Knock You Out
(Del JamfCoiumbia)
411*165
AC/DC The Razors
Edge(ATCO) 410462
Anita Baker -Compositions (Elektral 408489
En Vogue—Born To
Sing (Atlantic) 408*112
Bing Crosby's Grt Hits
(MCA)
407437
Michelle (Ruthless)
404483
M.C. Hammer— Please
Hammer Don I Hurt Em
(Caprtol)
403477
Boyz H Man- Cooktyhiqhharmony (Molown)
424*754

Kenny G Live (Arista)
401*505

Jimmy Buffeft Songs
You Know By Heart
(MCA)H
339411

Selections wrth two numbers
COLUMBIA HOUSE, 1400 N. Fruitridge Ave.
P.O. Box 1129, Twrrv Haute, IN 47811-1 129
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Chicago
Gd Hits
1982 BwlRaartM]
401*166
The Best Ol Luther
Vandross (Epic)
400-473/390-476
Aerosmith - Pump
(Gelten)
388-009

DonHenley-TheEnd
Of The Innocence
(Gerlen)
383*802 Mary J Bilge What's
The 41 P (Uptown;MCA>
Michael Bollon Soul
II
445*197
Provider (Columbia)
383-083 Bob Marley A The
Wallers
Legend
(Tuff
Tom Petty—Full Moon
337-657
Fever |MCA)
382-184 Gong/Island)
Garth Brooks (Liberty)
381*608
Bonnie Ram Nick Ol
Time (Capitol) 361487

Billy Joel •- Grt Hits.
Vote 1 & 2 (Columbia)
336-396/396*390
Dire Straits Brothers
In Amis (Warner Bros )
336*222
Beethoven Grt Hits
Leonard Bernstein
(CBS Mast )
330-563
Charlie Daniels Band
A Decade Of Hits (Epic)
321467
Michael Jackson
Thriller (Epic)
318-069

Breathless (Arista)
448-142
Paula Abdul—Forever
Your Girl (Virgin)
374437

Dan Fogelberg—-Grt
Hits (Full Moon/EpK)
317-149

Barry Man!row—Grt
Hits (Ansla)
288470
Warrant Dog Eat Dog
Melallica—And Justice
(Cc4umb«a)
444*091
For Arl(Ek>klM)PJ
372405 Troop— Deepa
(Atlantic)
439*166
Patsy Cline- Grl Hits
(MCA)
365424 Yanni Dare To Dream
(Private
MUSK) 435-271
George Michael—Faith
(Columbia!
362-228 Prince And The New
Power Generation
Guns N' Roses
(Edited) (Parsley Park)
Appetite For Destruction
448414
(GeMen)O
359464
Gladys Knight Good
Liberace—Grt Hits
Woman (MCA) 424*382
(Columbia)
354422
Keith Washington
Make Time For LoVe
U2—The Joshua Tree
(Island)
354-449 (Owes!/ Warner Bros)
420479
Bonnie Rartt l uck Of
Garth Brooks—No
The Draw (Caprtol)
423-186 Fences (Liberty) 411487

r> ? CDs and count a

HERE'S HOW TO
GET YOUR 8 CDS FOR 1<

Please accept my application under the terms outlined here l am enclosing
check or money order for $1.86 (that's 1C for 6 CDs. plus $1 85 lor shipping
and handling) I agree lo buy six selections, at regular Club pnees. m the next
three years—and may cancel my membership any time after doing so.
My mam musical interest is (check one): (But f may always choose from any category)
Alternative
Ught Sounds
Hard Rock
Soft Rock
Neil Diamond.
Michael BoHon.
Aim* Inch Na*S.
Van Halen.
James Taylor
Manah Carey
Uornssey
ZZTop
Eaay Listening
Dance Pop
Heavy Metal
R&B/Soul
Frank Sinatra.
C&C MUSK Factory.
Lulher Vandross.
U-astasfn
Boyz II Men
RayComH
En Vogue
OziyOaboume
Country
Jan
ClaeeJcaJ
Pi/ Matheny.
Travis Tnti.
LL CoolJ.
rTWtlW fSBfSMtl
Grover Washington Jr. Putt* Enemy
Jean-Pierre Rampal Wynonna Judd

□ ■»_

Pearl Jam—Tan. This debut album includes
the power punchers Alive and Even Flow, the
cascading dementia of Once; Jeremy. Black
many more lEptc/Assocatad)
429*433

Billy Ray Cyrus —Some Gave All. The infectious al smash Achy Breaky Heal, plus CouM've
Been Me Where ml Gonna Live7, plus many
more (Mercury)
441*451

..end Ira enSWed to set
true eitra CO FMEt

I

• Just mall the coupon, together wrth check
or money order lor $1 86 (that's 1C for your first
8 CDs. plus $1 85 for shipping and handling.)
• You agree to buy just six more selections in
the next three years, at regular Club prices
currently $12.98 to $15.98 - and you may
cancel membership at any time after doing so
(A shipping and handling charge will be added
to each shipment)
• Free Music Magazine sent every four
weeks (up lo 13 times a year), desenbing the
Regular Selection for your listening interest.
plus hundreds ol alternates And Special
Selection mailings up lo six times a year (total
of up to 19 buying opportunities).
• Buy only whet you want" » you want the
Regular or Special Selection, do nothing-rt will
be sent automatically II you'd prefer an
alternate selection, or none at all. just mail the
response card always provided by the date
specified
• You always have 10 days to decide; rt not,
you may return the Selection at our expense
• New "Buy More - Pay Lees' Bonus Ptatv it
you continue your membership after fulfilling
your obligation. youH be eligible for our money-

saving bonus plan. It lets you get a single CD
tor as little as $3 99 (or a single cassette free)
for each CD you buy at regular Club prtce.
• 10-Oey Risk-Free Trial. Well send details
of the Club's operation wrth your introductory
package II not satisfied, return everything
within 10 days lor a lull refund and no further
obligation
• Eitra Bonus Otter: you may take one
addrttonal CD nght now al the super-low pnee
of only S6 95—and you are then entitled to take
an extra CD as s bonus FREE1 And you'll
receive your discounted CD and your bonus
CD with your 8 introductory selecbons-e total
of 10 CDs In sNI
• It the application Is missing, write to:
Columbia House. 1400 N. Frurtnoge Ave, Terre
Haute. IN 47811-1129.

Entertaining
America...
One PersonSM
ataTime.
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Fun in the Flo

All rooms overtook the ocean. Private
bakonlea A play-cation spot for spring breakers,
the look of luxury, the sensation of celebration at prices you can afford - rooms are air
conditioned, have a targe color TV • Two double
beds • complete kitchens, wall to wall carpeting,
room phones, baths, tubs and showers.
Our ocean-side pool Is a favorite spot for
winning or summing and Is healed for cooler
weather.

"Relax On the World's Most Famous Beach

•Oceanfront accomodations
•Private balconies -Large Pool
•Rooms, Efficiencies, Apartments

RODEWAY
INN
OCEANFRONT

•Air conditioning
•Color cable TV
•Laundry rooms

1299 South Atlantic Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL

HoJo Inn

904-255-4545

Hoio Inn it Mlnfn may ranch to Wall Dfin#y World* CompU*. S*a Worid.
Slh*r Spring* emdall in*/OMOW Central Florida AnnxUoni

2015 South Atlantic Avenue • Daytona Beach. Florida

904-255-2446

1-800-262-7327

1-800-456-2446
•All New Rooms -Alicrowoves
'Oceanfront pool 'Motel rooms

•Apartments •Efficiencies 'Two beds

All accomodations

•Tub and shovnrs 'Refrigerator

have full double beds

•Air conditioning "Color cable TV
•Phone 'Laundry on premisis

•Apartments &
Efficiencies complete
with dishes, utensils

•Near: Shopping, Restaurants

silverware and more

Tennis courts. Recreation area

•Beachside heated poo

1-800-252-4363
Motel
1108 North Atlantic Ave., Daytona Beach, FL (904) 252-4363

•Color cable TV
•Individually controlled
air conditioning
•Near restaurants.
In tfie Daytona Beoc fi resort orto * 507 South Atlantic Avenue.
Ormond Beach, Florida 32074 (904) 477-IS50

shopping, golf, tennis
attractions and night life

For Toll Free Rcservationi 800*450*8 5 SO

Orlando to Daytona!
Bus Lines
Busses to beach every 90 minutes!

eservations Required for student rates:

1-800-231-1965
Advance payment:

lie\LuUiii-i'un

Q

Orlando International and
Daytona Beach Airports

SPRING BREAK
From

05r

1 -4 persons • AAA Approved

4
I'M \ South Ailantlt Avenue
I >.n inn.i Ii<M< h Shores

1-800 874-7517

Motel Room with Refrigerator
(Add $10 Full Kitchen with Dining Area)
All Rooms have 'Private Balcony
•Spectacular View 'Cable TV
•Enjoy our Heated Pool, social
room and sheltered sun deck

Organized
Student Activities
Games... Volleyball... Pool...
Basketball... Video Games

"Spring BreakersCome On Down"
One Block From Boardwalk

MANOR

Directly on the ocean
Kitchenettes, Clean Rooms & Pool
Special Low Rates For Early Reservations

153 South Ocean Avenue
Daytona Beach. Florida 32118

I-904-153-05 If

CALL NOW

DAYTONA BEACH
OCEANFRONT
VACATION!
from only
•
•
•
•

*69°°

Beautiful 8-Stocy Oceantront Hotel overlooking me Worlds Most Famous Beach'
Efficiencies available nightly (Great extended stay rates)
49 miles Irom Orlando'
Large Poo), Oceaiwew Restaurant & Lounge

HOWARD
JOHNSON.
Hotel

1-800-272-2683
3501 Sum Atlinlic Avenue. Oatfom Beach Snores a 32127
(A-1-Ael Be Port Orange DriOoe) • 1904) 767-J740
.

'Based on avallblllty
tm to AI A, South 2 1/2 n*i

>AYT<1.V\ -'».>

I

Welcome 1993 Spring Breakers!
•Kitchenettes
•Telephones
•Wake Up Service
•Patio Pool Bar
•Game Room
•Snack Bar

in the
H¥ART

of
[PANAMA
CITY
BEACH
Florida

PANAMA CITY BEACH
ACXDMODAnONS
The "One and Only"
Spring Break destination

fat RESORT MOTEL

The World1.
11001 Front Beach Road, Panama City Beach, R 32407
Beautiful Beach!
RESERVATIONS
1-800-451-5307 or (9Q4) 234-3392

<

t

Ei Dorado Travel Inn

Your SPRING BREAK HEADQUARTERS"
100 Rooms • 3 Pools
Within walking distance to 2
World Famous Beach Clubs!
10811 Front Beach Road
Panama City Beach, Florida 32407

MENTION THIS AD FOR SPECIAL RATES' (904) 234-2811

3tfF

IKIIlWcilHilh.IjWA
Pmnu Crty Beach
Honda) 2407

(904) 234-3396

Hoe'i *tw* *e ichool-diy f mfc wJ Sprit*. Break btjj»
Every roam overtoil die G»H and ro uov-wfer* uad buchn cnrplelery
ojmpptd toehrn* wilh large refntenun SwirrirMf. wtuj.
ifwinrbcwd. uibrf »rf fiAr^ lie joM taytrt vow froM doac
ReaMM dec f**uD| pter. i STURMC. nail and Sfupwieck hlud ar JMI
I ihort walk i»») A pt* pUce IO ukr year Spnnf talk!

• Pool • Kitchenettes Available
i Directly across from the Gulf
$48 per night (1-4 people)

SEA BREEZE MOTEL

16810 Front Beach Road, Panama City Beach FL

904-234-3348

1-800-847-7286

Holiday Terrace

No other place to be! For years
Panama City Beach has been the
favorite spring break destination for
thousands of spring breakers from all
over the United States. With 16,000
accomodation options at the most
reasonable prices, most give an
excellent view of the beach and its
activities. Various restaurants offer
foods to suit all tastes from the
standard beachgoer's mainstay to the
best seafood the Gulf of Mexico has
to offer. The opportunities for the
best spring break are endless.
Take advantage of the beach's snow
white sands, feel the rush of

windsurfing or parasailing, jet up the
shores on a wave runner or just work
on a golden Florida tan that will be
the envy of your friends.
Enjoy a lazy day at the pool or for
the more actively inclined ... a
competitive game or two of beach
volleyball. For the adventurous and
thrill seekers, how about snorkeling
or diving in the Gulf, or maybe try
deep sea fishing. After a day of sun
and fun, it's time for the nightlife of
your choice ... hit the hottest clubs on
the Gulf with music suited to all
tastes from top name bands, take a
cruise over to uninhabited Shell

Elegant rooms
efficiencies &
cabana efficiencies
MOTEL Cable color TV
Directly on the World's
Gulfsiae pool
Most Beautiful Beoch
-Sundeck
1 -800-654-3354 or (904) 234-33541
•Barbeque facilites
Panama City Beach, Florido 32407

•"^ Iti'jht mi ihi Broch inul in llu 11 in, i orEteiylkiitg

•Large PIMII »W;ivc Rimnci
»Paras.iils • Rental <h.
Sail Boats

j^

^

Spring Break Specials!

" XcrWiS 11 inn Mum I < Slu/i \uiu\,-ill,lll fill/, "
IIMI I <

BAHAMAS

NeM I" v >* W.ule
Beach Ri i.l • Panama! uj BcaJi. I kmUi

iw-li 234-3382 or 1904) 234-0361

tODI

<d*bc ">

located in the heart of the Miracle Strip

MOTEL
• Directly on Gulf
■ Open Year Round
■ Singles • Doubles

• Kitchenettes

1-800-874-2882
,

:ach R.1.1,1 • I'

(^R99

9-4*) S rhoMH [JrjrO. %m 11077
rmum On tack. Rotate J34M

6 DAYS INCLUDES
6DAYSINCL

WnUIOti

MEALS
& PARTIES
PA
MEALS &

PANAMA

$119

PITV!

BEACHFRONT ROOM
RC
WITH KITCHEN! 8 IDAYS!

>•*!

■

'll-l-:.U-.».")4

SPRING BREAK PACKAGE

UAOROKT MOTEL

I^LCV

$27

S480 PER ROOM (1-4 PERSONS)
FOR 7 NIGHTS (THAT'S S120 PER PERSON)
WHEN 4 STAY TO A ROOM
PLUS SALES TAX 9 143

•

S'JOO

PER KITCHEN UNIT

BEACHFRONT
1-800-874-6657

U r\ I

X^I^IA\«

BEACHFRONT
ROOM WITH
KITCHEN! 8 DAYS!

1. Call Spring Break Travel at 1-800-678-6386 to check on availability!
2. It you want to go, Make A Reservation! Hurry I Space is Limited!
3. Send us a sheet of paper with every person's name, address, and phone * on it.
Mail to: Spring Break Travel, PO Box 225. Chapel Hill, NC 27514
4. If you sign up within 35 days ot departure you must pay In lull. We will send
you a confirmation.

M?§aMra
Island ... a healed round of mini golf
... or lake on your favorite rides at
the amusement park.
Twenty-seven miles of the world's
most beautiful white sands and the
emerald green waters, this gulf coast
beach can put the spring breaker on
the beach at least one day earlier,
turning that extra driving time to
other Florida destinations into
valuable party time on the beach.
Panama City Beach can be the place
for a safe spring break that won't
soon be forgotten.
Along with more time to spend on
the beach Panama City Beach offers
affordable accomodations, and
locations that will become the hub of
your break activities with everything
imaginable within walking distance
from your accomodations.
Panama City Beach will be your
favorite place to people watch ...
shop for beach necessities, latest
fashion beachwear ... enjoy any
foods imaginable.
For spring break Panama City
Beach, there is nothing like it... soft
white sand, clear green waters, the
best
seafood,
affordable

BEACH

W

Up to Date Info

When you arrive look for current
Spring Break information in Panama
City Beach, watch the Visitor
Information Channel. BEACH-TV,
Channel 5 or visit the James I. Lark,
Sr. Visitors Information Center
located across from Miracle Strip
Amusement Park on Front Beach
Road.
accomodations, a variety of
attractions and nightlife to keep any
spring breaker on the move. Spring
Break '93 will be one great time that
will never be forgotten.
For more information, contact the
Panama City Beach Convention and
Visitors Bureau at Post Office Box
9473, Panama City Beach, Florida
32417, or call 1-800-PCBEACH
(US) or in Canada, 1-800-553-1330.

The SANDPIPER-BEACON
650' Gulf Beach Frontage
V /^*R
2 Omdoor Swimming Pools
,
Cjte'!1^
1 Indoor heated Pool
^^K^T^kV^
Restaurant
-^flft >*flP7-3a*,r*^

•T'ki Beach Bar
'Sailboats, Jetskis <v Parasails
•Shuftleboard. Volleyball
"Kitchens with Microwaves

— SPECIAL SPRING BREAK RATES •*•
JgcSyaiPL324l3 RESERVATIONS 1-800-488-8828

SKYWARD
BOUND
Two locations: Behind

PELICAN II
M

O

T

I.

L

9718 Thomis Drive • Pjnjmj City Beach FL

904*235*1043

LOW RATES • DAILY or WEEKLY
KITCHENETTESAVAILABLE
Walking Distance To Beach
Spinnakers & Club La Vela

Salty s By Th» SM'
11073 Front Beach Road
Behind the
'Sandpiper Beacon Mot*/"
17404 Front Beach Road
OO Off Chair Rental
*ty,>veriinner or Parasail

Pet person per night. Up to
12 beds min. 4 per room

Reservation Office (904) 233-7807
•Beachside 'Pool 'Busses Welcome
'Volleyball on the Beach 'Group Kitchens Available
"Restaurants & shopping close By '215 feet of private beach front

Puttyte SecteA T^efc&U

By The Sea
Directly on Gulf. Open All Year
•Singles/Doubles -1, 2,3 BR apts.
•Refrigerator & Phones in all rooms

1-800-648-6681
17101 Front Beach Road • Panama City Beach. FL 324I3 • 904-234-6681

All Rooms Oceanfront
Poolside Contests and
FREE Entertainment.

&«£

WOK DIRECT NOU/

Food and Drink Specials
Corporate Sponsors
Featuring:
Human Logo
Sand Sculpting
Prizes and
Giveaways

Beach Resort

Call toll FREE for reservations. Space limited.

1-800-633-0266

'Per version, quad occupancy, pius tax. 4. 5 & 6 day packages also
available. Kitchenettes & suites available at additional charge.
151 ROOMS IN THE HEART OF THE "MIRACLE STRIP".
ALL ROOMS GULF VIEW WITH 400 FEET OF SUGAR
WHITE SAND AT YOUR FEET. WORLD-CLASS CLUBS.
ATTRACTIONS & RESTAURANTS LOCATED NEARBY.
BEACH ACTIVITIES. WAVE RUNNERS & JET SKIS
ON THE PROPERTY.

WMl
-300-374-3320
12525 Front Beach Road ' Panama City Beach, FL 32407

■

FT. WALTON BEACH
The Emerald Coast
Is the travel bargain of the season
DESTIN / FORT WALTON
BEACH, Fla. -- The Emerald Coast
presents a priceless Florida beach
vacation -- without being pricey in
•the pocket — with winter savings up
to 70 percent! From luxury to
economy, Dcstin and Fort Walton
Beach on Florida's upper Gulf coast
offer more than 10,000 Gulf-edged
rooms for seaside savings in hotels,
condominiums, private cottages,
beach houses and a new bed and
breakfast inn. Through February,
seashore solitude is a travel bargain
with beachfront rates averaging $50.
per night for hotels and
approximately $445. per week for
two-bedroom condominiums.
Unpretentious, uncomplicated and

breathtakingly beautiful, the Emerald
Coast knows no season. Famous for
24 miles of ribboning sugar white
sands and brilliant green waters, the
Southern sea towns of Dcstin and
Fort Walton Beach present simple
pleasures — the "World's Luckiest
Fishing Village," 20 spirited seaside
celebrations, 225 holes of great golf,
the largest charter boat fleet in
Florida, some of the world's finest
shelling and the undeniably freshest
seafood on the gulf.
The tempting winter temperatures
warm days to an average high of 72
degrees, and cool the beach nights to
around 48 degrees. Although
Southern charm provides an annual

ACCOMODATIONS
accent, the character of the Emerald
Coast experiences an intriguing transformation as summer fades. This laid
back slice of Florida slows to an easy
pace exposing a simple charisma and
miles and miles of bare beaches - more
than 60 percent of which will be
preserved forever in sweeping, virgin
purity.
Dining diversions spotlight some of
the freshest seafood in Florida with
tremendous bargains — even "two for
one specials — during current "off"
season. More than 100 restaurants —
cedar seafood shacks, lighthousebedecked oyster bars, gracious
antebellum estates and Gulf-air cafes ~
shrug off sophistication and showcase
local seafood celebrities (at least 20
tasty types of fish available straight off
the docks all season) with pure
unbridled zest. True to its Southern
heritage, popular specialties feature
tastes such as Louisiana Cajun crawfish
RESERVE

gumbo, beer-battered fried mullet and
cornbread hush puppies -- with salty
boiled peanuts found roadside.
Acclaimed for its sporting collection
of 10 great golf escapes, the Emerald
Coast touts an incredible 225 holes.
The courses created by such worldrenowned architects as Finger, Dye,
Fazio, and Cupp, utilize surrounding
waters - bay, bayou, gulf and sound and natural contrasts for scenic, yet
challenging oppositions. To tantalize
tennis tastes, 104 courts are dotted
throughout the Emerald Coast along
with a collection of attractions from
marine to military — The Gulfarium,
U.S. Air Force Armament Museum,
Indian Temple Mound and Museum
and Eglin Air Force Base.
For more information on Florida's
secret spring escape, call the Emerald
Coast Convention and Visitors Bureau
at (800) 322-3319.

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

CORPS

FACULTY LOUNGE.
For those scholars who stand at the front of the room, taking a beach
vacation during "Spring Break" most likely conjures up images of unbridled
mayhem and worse. Students.
Now you can comfort in knowing that there's a refuge from the wild
life. Northwest Florida's Emerald Coast.
With over 2<t miles of powder white beaches and emerald green water,
you can enpy a sabbatical without being reminded why you had to take
it in the first place. Seek asylum at the Emerald Coast It's Simply Irresistible.

e

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
If you didn't sign up lor ROTC as a fresh
man or sophomore, you can still catch
up to your classmates by attending
Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a
paid six-week summer course in
leadership training.

By the lime you have graduated from
college, you'll have ihe credentials of
an Army officer You'll also have
(he self-confidence and discipline
IT takes to succeed in college
and beyond.

am
imffip-reasT

II S SIMPIV IRRESISTIBLE

ARMYR0TC

Call the Emerald Cocist Convention & Visitors Bureau
1-800-322-3319
Destin • Fort Walton Beach

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TOUCAN TAKE.
For details, contact Ihe Department of Military Science on campus.

ID0J,D

ORLANDO
AcCOMODAnONS
Go for the "Magic"
You've come all this way now go for the magic
Orlando. It's a top choice of spring back-lot excitement at Universal
breakers, as well as travellers from Studios and Disney/MGM, or oldaround the world, for magical fashioned fun at Church Station , and
memorable vacations. And when you continuing
out-of-this-world
believe, it's easy to understand why! fascination with Spaceport USA.
The city comes by it s magic
And, for those who prefer to spend
naturally - nature has blessed us
leisure
time indulging in less
white beautiful countryside and
practically perfect vacation weather structured activities, Orlando is
equally appealing. The area offers
all year 'round
Long a North American capitol for golf on nearly 100 excellent courses.
citrus production, our magic really Tennis, waterskiing and croquet
blossomed with the opening of Walt abound and, for a real change, check
Disney World in 1971. The into hot-air ballooning, horseback
excitement has grown non-stop ever riding and uniquely relaxing motor
since. Thrill to the fantasy of The home tours.
Magic
Kingdom
and
the
Orlando's "things to do" calendar is
technological wonder of EPCOT brimming all year long with
Center. Be captivated by the wonders everything from American Cup
of Earth's marine life at Sea World Gymnastics, NBA action and 1st and
and the naural glories of Cypress 2nd Round NCAA Championship
Gardens. Find big screen magic and Basketball.

Classic
Beachwear
See Page 13

$4500*

$48oo*

1-4 persons per room

LARSONS LODGE
Maingate

LARSONS LODGE
Kissimmee
10 minutes East of Walt Disney World®
2009 W. Vine St. Kissimmee

1 1/2 miles East of Walt Disney World®
6075 U.S. Hwy. 192. Kissimmee
Toll Free Reservations

1-800-624-5905

1-800-327-9074

CATCH A WAVE!]
Go surfing on our
new ride Wipe Out.
Our 38 acre theme
park features
thrilling slides
raft rides.

$2.00
Regular admission
with this coupon
1384 13H5
COKE

if WATER MANIA ^
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Just 1 1/2 miles from Disney on Hwy. 192
Kissimmee, FL (407) 396-2626

Your Spring Break headquarters
- maingate at Universal Studios.
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DAYS INN
5827 Caravan Court. Orlando. Fl on da 32819
East of Universal Sludii
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Spring Break Beefy-T's

LARSON'S TWO LOCATIONS MINUTES
LODGE FROM WALT DISNEY WORLD

per night
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(407) 351-3800

(800) 327-2111

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Enter The Future •
Live The Adventure
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WHEREYOU BECOME
PART OF THE FUN

"The Ultimate

Lazer Game"
15 Rooms of Fun and Surprises
Blasting Off At
18 Holes Golf • Giant Arcade • Restaurant
Gift Shops • Shooting Gallery • Much More!
Mystery Fun House
10 am - Midnight (Lobby closes at 10 pm)
! Just Minutes From Disney Vvbrld
, A Sea World In Florida Center
5767 Major Blvd. •Orlando, FL 3281V

(407) 151-3155
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You don't need a lot of cash to make a
Spring Break splash at Delta Orlando
Resort. You're only ten
minutes from Disney
and 46 minutes from
perrrom
pfrnluM
the East Coast beaches.
i 122.00 Student Rate at Universal
Studios Florida' (ID required, tax not
included, purchase passes at Universal)
1 Bloopers Sports Bar on premises
1
Hard Rock Cafe next door

• Sand volleyball, tennis, mini-golf
• Three pools/Jacuzzis
Advance reservations required - call
1-800-634-4763 and ask for our Student
Spring Break Special.
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SPRING BREAK!
FARE BREAK!
Do you have the lowest fare with the fewest restrictions?
Are You Sure?
Before you buy your tickets, compare these fares.

CHICAGO MIDWAY AIRPORT
NONSTOP TO

ORLANDO <fc
ST. PETE *
from

119

FT. LAUDERDALE <t
FT. MYERS
from

134

SARASOTA
from

$

129

LAS VEGAS

$

134

The most nonstops to Florida from Chicago Midway Airport.

INDIANAPOLIS
NONSTOP TO

ORLANDO <t
ST. PETE *
SARASOTA
from

124

FT. LAUDERDALE <t
FT. MYERS

$

MONTEGO <t
BAY

134
169
$
*239 134
149
from

from

VIRGIN
ISLANDS
from"

CANCUN

from

NASSAU

LAS VEGAS

from

from

169

All fares each way, based on round-trip purchase.

More Florida cities nonstop from Indianapolis than anyone. The only nonstops from Indianapolis to the Caribbean.
The only nonstops from Indianapolis to Nassau. Nonstop to Las Vegas.

Nobody gives you a better value to Florida,
Las Vegas, Mexico and the Caribbean. Nobody!
Far fewer restrictions than anyone. No advance purchase.
No minimum stay. No seat restrictions. Every seat on each flight, same price.
Call today to assure the dates you want.

AMERICAN TRANS AIR
America's Vacation Airline

1-800-225-9920

317-243-4561

TDD 317-243-4535 or call your travel agent.

(for hearing impaired callers, only)

W_STW<TIONS litres stared in this ad are lurtent as of 1-6-93 Flight schedules and fares are subject to change without notkc Chkago/Midway and Indianapolis. Florida flights are operated as scheduled
service All other flights are operated as public charters by Amber Tours and require the completion of an Operator-Paitmpani form prior to travel I'mo include all taxes, ewept Jamaican depaiiute tax
Fares are each way. based on a round-trip purchase Florida tares are off peak and valid for travel VI1-93 IO 4-19-93 .Off peak fares apply Southbound. Sunday through Wednesday. Northbound, Tuesday
through Friday All othct days, slightly higher peak fares apply Caribbean.T as Vegas: Fares are valid )-10-93 to 4-8-93 and may vary by departure date. Las Vegas Sarasota and Ft. Myers fares do not
include a S3 00 passenger facility charge, currently in effect Fares do not include a Chicago (S5 00) and Florida HI 00) fuel surcharge

